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Foreword

As one who supervises student teachers preparing to become
secondary teachers of English, I have daily opportunity to sit
in the back of classrooms and observe. During the past seven
years, I have sat in over 200 different classroo "is and have
watched increasing numbers of students become bored with
lessons which they have considered to be inane, unprofitable
in its multiple senseand/or too slow-paced. The unrest I
witness differs manifestly from the clock-watching ennui I suf-
fered as a high school student. For one thing, students fre-
quently verbalize their dissatisfaction to the teacher, something
my generation did not do. Too, their protests about what they
consider to be superficial content frequently reveal an aware-
ness of and an involvement with the issues of their times
Civil Rights, Vietnam, nonconformitywhich my generation
lacked. Partially, then, the following paper is a consequence
of my curiosity about the ways in which electronic media are
helping create students different from those in the pretelevision,
pretransistor days, students who are demanding an education
different in at least style and pace from that of a generation
ago.

The more I read about media and its effects upon students,
the more aware I become of how teachers will be affected by the
accelerating involvement in education of electronics industries.
I would now argue that those of us in English education are
not preparing beginning teachers for what lies ahead, that
our first course in a sequence in teacher preparation should

in
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be a course in media, one which would go well beyond the oft-
criticized audiovisual 'requirement. The course I envision would
train the teacher not only to thread a projector, run a ditto, and
play a tape recorder; it would, among other things, provide a
history of media, teach the film as an art, and require one to
program a computer. My paper is, then, also partially a conse-
quence of my concern about how best to prepare beginning
teachers of English for the future.

Finally, the more I read about the computer, the more dis-
turbed I become that few humanists are concerning them-
selves with its potential effects upon individuals and upon the
society. Computers are programed, programs develop from
conscious choices, and choices imply value systems which in-
fluence one's selection of itemsthis, rather than that. Though
traditionally concerned with values, humanists once again
seem to be ignoring the capability of technology to impose value
systems often at variance with those traditionally revered. If
we are eventually to have computerized classrooms, I would
like some assurance that students will emerge from their in-
struction not as mere knowledgeable extensions of machines
but as more sensitive, hopefully more moral, human beings.
Partially, then, the paper is an attempt to alert humanists to
the revolution now occurring and to encourage their participa-
tion in guiding its direction.

The tone of my manuscript is equivocal. I am as afraid of
the future as is the next man, yet must choose to be optimistic.
In a world armed for Armageddon, with pollution in air and
water, with a world population that in the century and a half
from 1850 to 2000 will have risen from one billion to seven
billion, I find no other choice.

EDMUND J. FARRELL
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Introduction

During the next decade, technological developments already
affecting many school programs must be seriously considered
by the profession. Simple machines and electronic devices are
already introduced in many conventional classes. Extensive
experimental teaching now underway in centers throughout
the country promises important new aids to learning. Teachers
of English concerned with the processes of communication
can no longer easily ignore the impact of this new technology
on the transmission of ideas in our culture. In this arresting
monograph, Edmund J. Farrell alerts us to the dangers and
possibilities of the new electronic developments and especially
to their potential influence on the teaching and learning of
English.

Initially discussed at an NDEA Institute for Advanced Study
in English (University of Illinois) , the monograph was revised
and extended a'S a result of comments by eight teachers and
supervisors: Peter LaForge, Niles North High School, Skokie,
Illinois; Bruce Roberts, Lake Park High School, Medinah,
Illinois; Douglas Campbell, Santa Rosa High School, Califor-
nia; Sister M. Fanchon, C.S.J., Newton Centre, Massachusetts;
Robert Weinberger, Grover Cleveland High School, Brooklyn,
New York; John C. Eckman, Oak Lawn Community High
School, Illinois; Anne Dunn, Granger High School, Washing-
ton; and Nelda Kubat, Lansing High School, Ludlowvilie, New
York.
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The profession is grateful to these readers and to Mr. Farrell
for the stimulating discussion of critical developments in con-
temporary culture which for too long have not attracted the
thoughtful attention of teachers of English.

JAMES R. SQUIRE
National Council of

Teachers of English
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I. The Revolution
A Quick Overview

The usually staid public voice of the United Chapters of
Phi Beta Kappa, The American Scholar, featured in its issue
of Spring 1966 articles on what its cover proclaimed as "The
Electronic Revolution," thereby alerting the few intellectuals
so obtuse as not to know that society is being electronically
transformed that it was time they made the scene. Those al-
ready alert should not have been surprised to find Marshall
McLuhan's name prominently listed first among contributors,
for the name of McLuhan has recently become almost as
ubiquitous as the media of the electronic age, the age whose
oracle, according to Life magazine, he has become.1 Within the
past six months, articles by and about, or extensive references
to, McLuhan have appeared in such diverse publications as
Harper's Magazine, Time, Newsweek, Life, The American
Scholar, Vogue, Esquire, Saturday Review, and Ramparts
this last periodical featuring an article for slow learners by
Howard Gossage, "Understanding Marshall McLuhan."

McLuhan's popularity, which seems to have taken over
among intellectuals (both pseudo and real) the mystique once
reserved for J. D. Salinger, can probably be accounted for by
the understandable desire among the articulate to have some-

1 Jane Howard, "Oracle of the Electric Age," Life, February 25, 1966,
pp. 91-22.
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2 English, Education, and the Electronic Revolution

one articulate what's going on. Whether McLuhan's theses are
correctthat every medium is an extension of man, that the
medium is the message, that the content of every new medium
is a preceding medium, etc.is moot, as can be evidenced by
his detractors, among them Dwight McDonald, the New Yorker
and Esquire hatchetman sine qua non. The point is that even
if McLuhan never existed, the electronic revolution would.
McLuhan appeals because at his best he seems to make sense,
to paraphrase Pope, of what oft was felt but ne'er before ex-
pressed. By providing an historical perspective of media, from
clothes to cars to cybernetics, McLuhan helps make under-
standable the dynamics of change. If he is correct in asserting
that the primary purpose of almost every medium is to hasten
the transportation of goods and information, then it follows
that electronic media are indeed revolutionizing the world:
for information transmittal has become instantaneous, auto-
mation has accelerated production of goods, and the city as
center of communication and production is no longer necessary.

An abiding problem for the individual living in a society
undergoing rapid change is that the process of change remains
invisible until it has dramatically altered the environment,
whereupon one becomes conscious of what used to be. As
R. Buckminster Fuller, inventor of the geodesic dome and com-

peer of McLuhan, observed in his keynote address at Vision 65,

a conference for far-out thinkers held last year at Southern

Illinois University,

...I think it is safe to say that 99 percent of all the important work
now being done by menrelating to our evolutionary advanceis
work going on in the areas above and below the tunable range of
man's direct optical or other sensorial participation in the electro-
magnetic spectrum. Society neither hears nor sees the great
changes going on.2

McLuhan makes essentially the same point via Gossage in
Ramparts: one's environment becomes visible only when it has

2 R. Buckminster Fuller, "Keynote Address, Vision 65," (Carbondale,
Illinois: Southern Illinois University Press, October 1965), p. 1.



The RevolutionA Quick Overview 3

been replaced by a new environment; for example, the nostalgic
romantic movement in literature began only after the industrial
revolution had become well established. Much contemporary
ferment about educational reformsthe need for flexible
scheduling, programed instruction, team teaching, tutorials,
preceptorials, interdisciplinary studiesprobably derives in
large part from critics' unconscious awareness that education
as we have known it during the past sixty years was strongly
patterned after the industrial production line: a school was a
"plant," students were "products," an education was what
one completed after so many hours in so many courses over
so many years. In short, the old environment of education has
become visible largely because that environment has been or
is being replaced by a new electronic environment.

Waxing eloquent on what it means to enter an electronic
age, McLuhan informed conferees of Vision 65:

We have, in the Electric Age, come suddenly to the end of the Neo-
lithic Age. After a good many thousands of years of specialized
habits and technology and fragmentary toolmaking, we discovered
the electric circuits. It is the circuit that has ended the Neolithic
age, just like its ultimate phase, the factory age in the nineteenth
century, was" dedicated to specialism, fragmentation, and extensions
of this or that limb of man. With circuitry we have, instead of
extensions of hand, or foot, or back, or arm, a kind of involvement
of the whole nervous system, an extension of the nervous system
itself, a most profoundly involving operation.3

Though not all observers of the contemporary scene so en-
thusiastically welcome the electric age, all seem to recognize
that it is having and will continue to have profound effects on
our entire way of lifeour education, work, leisure time, and
political, social, and aesthetic values.

Soberly reflecting upon the potential abiaty of cybernation
to reconstruct society, Donald N. Michael writes:

Using these machines does not merely involve replacing men by
having machines do tasks that men did before. It is, as John Diebold

3 Marshall H. McLuhan, "Address at Vision 65," The American Scholar,
XXXV (Spring 1966), 201.
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Certainly the electronic revolution and its NATIIllitalli,
automation, has begun to affect seriously our notions about
what constitutes work and what relationship ought to exist
between work and income. Believing obsolete an ectInomie
system based upon a meaningful equation between man hours,
production, and consumption, the authors of "Triple Revolu-
tion: Cybernation, Weaponry, Human Rights," among them a
number of well-known economists, frankly recommend that
we guarantee every individual a livable income:

As a first step to a new consensus it is essential to recognize that
the traditional link between jobs and incomes is being broken. The
economy of abundance can sustain all citizens in comfort and
economic security whether or not they engage in what is commonly
reckoned as work. Wealth produced by machines rather than by
men is still wealth. We urge, therefore, that society, through its

4 Donald N. Michael, Cybernation: The Silent Conquest (Santa Barbara:
Report to the Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, 1962),
p. 5.

ri "Digital Computer Needs in Universities and Colleges," EDUCOM,
I (March 1966), 2.



The RevolutionA Quick Overview 5

appropriate legal and governmental institutions, undertake an un-
qualified commitment to provide every individual and every family
with an adequate income as a matter of right.6

In its cover story on "The Cybernated Generation," the editors
of Time comment:

Men such as IBM Economist Joseph Froomkin feel that automation
will eventually bring about a 20-hour work week, perhaps within a
century, thus creating a mass leisure class. Some of the more radical
prophets foresee the time when as little as 2% of the work force will
be employed, warn that the whole concept of people as producers
of goods and services will become obsolete as automation advances.
Even the most moderate estimates of automation's progress show
that millions of people will have to adjust to leisurely, "nonfunc-
tional" lives, a switch that will entail both an economic wrench and
a severe test of the deeply ingrained ethic that work is the good and
necessary calling of man.7

To understand even partially how electronic media are trans-
forming education, one must remain steadfastly alert to the
significance of stories buried in the daily newspapers, to educa-
tional articles in periodicals, to the advertisements of electronic
companies:

At the Oakleaf Elementary school in Pittsburgh, some young-
sters learn to use earphones before they can hold a pencil prop-
erly. Their school has none of the traditional classes or textbooks.
They teach themselves with tape recorders, film and special work
sheets. . . .

In Los Angeles, computer programs are being developed to help
youngsters make more intelligent career choices.

Blind children may learn faster by listening to lessons in "com-
pressed speech," which greatly speeds up the normal wordage rate.

These are some of the fruits of the new research boom in the na-
tion's schools sponsored by the United States Office of Education.
. . . These new centers will bring together classroom teachers,
scholars from universities and experts from industry to find better
ways to teach.8

6 Ad Hoc Committee, "Triple Revolution: Cybernation, Weaponry,
Human Rights," Liberation, April 1964, p. 5, reprint.

7 "Technology: The Cybernated Generation," Time, April 2, 1965, p. 87.
8 "Research Boom in the Schools," San Francisco Chronicle, March 14,

1966.



6 English, Education, and the Electronic Revolution

To beat the logistics problems and find out how effective film can
be when teachers integrate it naturally into their instruction, E.B.F.
and Bell & Howell Co. have sent $650,600 worth of films and new,
automatic-threading sound projectors to schools in wealthy Shaker
Heights, Ohio, a slum area of Washington, D.C., suburban Daly City,
Calif., and rural Terrell, Texas. Researchers from Ohio State Uni-
versity are evaluating the three-to-four-year experiment under a
grant from the U.S. Office of Education. Although the researchers'
verdicts are months away, teachers and students already consider
Project Discovery a smash success .°

On top of all his parents had to learn, today's 5-year-old will be
bombarded with the staggering amounts of new knowledge continu-
ally accumulating.

The Knowledge Explosion is a very real problem for our new
generation of students. And to help them cope with it, we must
speed the learning process.

Already, Sylvania is working with educators to project completely
integrated systems of educational communications. Developing more
sophisticated applications. InfOrmation "banks" that incorporate
libraries on tape, capable of being comprehended at many times the
speed of normal speech. Video-taped lecture retrieval. Testing
machines that can gauge instantly how a class responds to new
information.

Such developments are clearly presaged by our systems at work
today. Classroom T.V. Audio-video lecture transmission over phone
lines. Mobile T.V. broadcast and recording studios. Each system
custom-designed by Sylvania to meet a particular problem.

Can schools keep students ahead of th.. Knowledge Explosion?
Yes. And Electronic Systems for Education from Sylvania will help.
SylVania Commercial Electronics, Bedford, Massachusetts.10

One characteristic of the electronic age, McLuhan repeatedly
insists, is that it deeply involves the individual in ways in which
print cannot. When McLuhan asserts that young people today
want roles rather than jobs, he is juxtaposing an electronic
world which he finds organized integrally and a technological
world he finds fragmented and specialized. He is extremely
critical of education's failure to accommodate itself quickly to
the electronic age in which children are reared:

to "Education: Public Schools," Time, April 1, 1966, p. 94.
10 "Target of the Knowledge Explosion," Time (advertisement), April 1,

1966, p. 35.



The RevolutionA Quick Overview I

... We haven't really cottoned on to the fact that our children work
furiously, processing data in an electrically structured information
world; and when these children enter a classroomelementary
schoolthey encounter a situation that is very bewildering to them.
The youngster today, stepping out of his nursery or TV environ-
ment, goes to school and enters a world where the information is
scarce but is ordered and structured by fragmented, classified pat-
terns, subjects, schedules. He is utterly bewildered because he
comes out of this intricate and complex integral world of electric
information and goes into this nineteenth-century world of classi-
fied information that still characterizes the educational establish-
ment. The educational establishment is a nineteenth-century world
of classified data much like any factory set up with its inventories
and assembly lines. The young today are baffled because of this
extraordinary gap between these two worlds."11

. . . Today in our cities, most learning occurs outside the classroom.
Thy sheer quantity of information conveyed by press-magazines-
film-TV-radio far exceeds the quantity of information conveyed by
school instruction and texts. This challenge has destroyed the
monopoly of the book as a teaching aid and cracked the very walls
of the classroom so suddenly that we're confused, baffied.12

McLuhan can muster considerable support for his belief
that the school as an institution is not yet preparing individuals
for this age. Lynn White, Jr., professor of history U.C.L.A. and
a former president of Mills College, contends that ". . . The
new world in which we live is so unlike the past, even the past
that is close to us, that in proportion as we are saturated in the
Western cultural tradition we are incapacitated for looking
clearly at our actual situation and thinking constructively
about it. The better we are eduCated, the more we are fitted
to live in a world that no longer exists. "13

What future place books will have, either in education or
leisure time activities, cannot confidently be predicted. Cer-
tainly they will not dominate education as they presently do.
McLuhan believes that backward countries now have an ad-

11 McLuhan, op. cit., p. 198.
12 Edmund Carpenter and Marshall McLuhan, Explorations in Com-

munication (Boston: Beacon Press, 1960), p. 1.
13 Lynn White, Jr., "On Intellectual Gloom," The American Scholar,

op. cit., p. 224.
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vantage over us in not being unduly wedded to print:

Today America has the largest backlog of obsolete technology
in the world: its educational and industrial establishments, built by
print and methods derived from print, are vast and pervasive. Back-
ward countries have a huge advantage over us: they now stand
in relation to electronic technology much as we once stood in rela-
tion to print technology. . . .

The relevant factor in this obsolescence is the use of electronic
tapes by which information is fed from several points simulta-
neously and in concert; previously, with print, there has been one
unit followed by another unit. With this switch from linear to clus-
ter configuration, literacy lost its main prop in the social structure
of our time, because the motivating force in the teaching of reading,
and the development of a highly literate culture, was the strict
relevance of that classroom discipline to every pattern and purpose
in the outside world. Today the outside world is abandoning that
very form and providing increasingly less motivation for the teach-
ing of reading and the achieving of literate culture in our schools.14

In an essay on the culture differences between oral and written
traditions David Riesman observes that ". . ,the natives them-
selves are ,on the move, and the sharp diffeiences between so-
cieties dependent on the oral tradition and those dependent on
print are tending to be less important with the coming of radio
and film," an observation to which McLuhan would strongly
nod assent.15

Herbert A. Simon, Carnegie Institute of Technology, opti-
mistically believes that less reliance upon specialized book
knowledge will facilitate the growth of common discourse
among men:

The specialization of the disciplines that has developed since
Gutenberg is a regrettable consequence of the population explosion
among words. Forbidding structures of esoteric knowledge have
threatened to restrict the domain of common discourse to a narrow
range of "private" matters. Perhaps the most exciting prospect of
change resulting from our new technology of information processing
is the likelihood that it will halt and reverse this progressive Isola-

14 Carpenter and McLuhan, op. cit., p. ix.
15 David Riesman, "The Oral and Written Traditions," Explorations in

Communication, ibid., p. 115.
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tion of idea from idea and man from man. Mankind, in its profes-

sional as well as its nonPiofessional aspects, will again become the

proper study of man.143

In an age when millions of individuals view the same pro-
grams, it is not surprising that people in the media believe

the spread of television to be contributing to the formation of

a collective unconscious potentially global with the increase
of satellite relays. Nor should it be surprising that Americans
today consider television more believable than newspaper and
rely upon it as their primary source of news. About the polls

on viewing habits, Burns W. Roper, of Elmo Roper and Asso-

ciates, commented in a speech delivered at a public relations

seminar of the American Bankers' Association:

There is little I can add to what has been said and written over the
last two decades about the increasing dominance of television view-

ing as a leisure time activity. People do look at a lot of television;
it has an impact on their attitudes and activities; what that impact
is, how much of it is good, how much of it bad, has not yet been

definitely established. What these figures do she is that there is
increasing reliance on television, particularly among those who have

grown up with it, and that it is seen not merely as an entertainment
medium but as a vehicle for serious news dissemination as well.'?

For the issue of The American Scholar devoted to the elec-

tronic revolution, Stan Van Der Beek, experimental film
maker, wrote a lengthy free-form poem, part of which is a

paean to new media:

I have emphasized that motion pictures are the unique
art form
of the 20th century,
that they have produced a revolution in worldwide aesthe-
tics,
(namely, that motion pictures have produced the new
aesthetics of
anticipation, as compared to the older idea of painting
and art

le Herbert A. Simon, "A Computer for Everyman," The American
Scholar, op. cit., p. 264.

17 Burns W. Roper, "The Growing Importance of Television News and
the Medium's Emerging Role in Corporate Public Relations," p. 4.
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history as "meditation") . . .

that cinema is just beginning to come into its own . . .

The future holds unknown combinations of some of the
present
loosely knit ideas . . .

integration of cinema, theater, dance, drama, electronic
sound and
sights, movie-dromes, video tape, libraries of film
kinetic and
"expanded" cinema, "movie-murals," movie-mosaics" . . 18

Universities are also being rapidly transformed by electronic
media, placing less reliance than was once true upon "book
knowledge," an assertion that will be more thoroughly docu-
mented later in this paper. Ralph W. Gerard, University of
California at Irvine, is quoted as having said at a 29 De-
cember symposium he arranged on "Computers and Universi-
ties,"

Since universities are systems that are intimately concerned with
handling information, and computers are the same, it seems in-
evitable that there should be some kind of explosive interaction be-
tween them if nature is given a chance.

He then predicted that "institutions of higher learning will be
altered as vastly by the new information sciences as they were
five centuries ago 'by the advent of an earlier technology, which
is known as printing'.""

In summary, we are in the midst of a revolution which is
radically changing the entire society, its production and con-
sumption of goods, its leisure time activities, its institutions

, among them educationand its values. The revolution is char-
acterized by rapiditywhich precludes any definitive assess-
ment of the effects.

. . . We haven't lived for some time in a period that has produced
much Utopian literature probably because no Utopian literature

18 Stan Van Der Beek, "Re: Vision," The American Scholar, op. cit.,
p. 338.

18 "Direct Dialing to Digital Computers," EDUCOM, January 1966, p. 8.
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has really been able to catch up with and envisage the conditions
of contemporary life; things have moved too fast.20

The complex, sophisticated field of self-instructional devices or
teaching machines has grown so rapidly in the last five years that
any survey of current materials is obsolete prior to its publication.
As of September, 1962, there were 122 commercial programs, al-
though an earlier estimate of 630 programs included many in plan-
ning stages.=

. . Books on the concept of concurrently-usable computers arc not

yet common. A publisher recently observed, "if I asked an author
today to write one, it would be out of date by the time we could get

it in print."22

The institutions of the world find themselves in the midst of a
management crisis primarily because the world has changed dras-
tically and swiftly, while their management processes have not
allowed them to adapt to these changes. Technology has totally
outstripped technique.23

Whether one believes the electronic revolution will have del-
eterious or beneficial consequences for mankind, he can not ig-
nore it. Even those most concerned with its potentially destruc-
tive effects upon human values readily admit that the process is
irreversible: one cannot halt cybernation; one may only hope-
fully contribute to its intelligent control. What ultimateif one
can such a wordeffects the revolution will have waits to
be known:

. Cybernation presages changes in the social system so vast and so
different from those with which we have traditionally wrestled that
it will challenge to their roots our current perceptions about the
viability of our way of life. If our democratic system has a chance
to survive at all, we shall need far more understanding of the conse-
quences of cybernation. Even the job of simply preserving a going

20 Cacotopias and Utopias: A Conversation (Santa Barbara, Calif.: Cen-
ter for the Study of Democratic Institutions, 1965), p. 19.

21 Stanley Soles, "Educational Quackery External to Our Schools:
What Is a Professional Response?" Programs, Teachers, and Machines,
ed. A. de Grazia and D. Sohn (New York: Bantam Books, 1962), p. 274.

22 "Direct Dialing to Digital Computers," op. cit., p. 7.
23 David B. Hertz, "Computers and the World Communications Crisis,"

The American Scholar, op. cit., p. 266.
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society will take a level of planning far exceeding any of our previ-
ous experiences with centralized control 24

"When these new machines realize their potential," says John
Diebold, chairman of the Diebold Group, Inc., consultants in the
computer field, "there will be a social effect of unbelievable propor-
tions. This impact on society is still to come.25

24 Michael, op. cit., p. 13.
25 "Technology: The Cybernated Generation," op. cit., p. 85.

.1



IL The Computer
Heart of the Revolution

Few technological developments are formidable enough to mark
turning points in human history. Two such phenomena have oc-
curred in our time: the atomic bomb and the computer.

The implications of the bomb are beginning to be understoodits
capacity for instant and total destruction has been demonstrated.
The implications of the computer as yet are only faintly compre-
hended. That they will be awesome is already apparent. Indeed, as
Dr. Jerome B. Wiesner, Dean of Science at the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology and former science adviser to President Ken-
nedy, wrote recently in The New York Times:

"The computer, with its promise of a million-fold increase in
man's capacity to handle information, will undoubtedly have the
most far-reaching social consequences of any contemporary techni-
cal development. The potential for good in the computer, and the
danger inherent in its misuse, exceed our ability to imagine. . . .

We have actually entered a new era of evolutionary history, one in
which rapid change is a dominant consequence. Our only hope is to
understand the forces at work and to take advantage of the knowl-
edge we find to ,,guide the evolutionary process."1

Although the electronic revolution is occurring because a
complex of mediaradio, film, television, tape recorder, phono-
graph and record among themhave become integral to our
lives, the rate of the revolution seems proportional to the pro-
duction of computers. The editors of Time write:

1 "The New Computerized Age," Saturday Review, July 23, 1966, pp.
15-16.
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Just out of its teens, the computer is beginning to affect the very
fabric of society, kindling both wonder and widespread apprehen-
sion. Is the computer a friend or enemy of man? Will it cause hope-
less unemployment by speeding automation, that disquieting term
that it has brought into the language? Will it devalue the human
brain, or happily free it from drudgery? Will it ever learn to think
for itself? The answers will not be in for quite a while, but one
thing is already clear: swept forward by a great wave of technology,
of which the computer is the ultimate expression, human society is
surely headed for some deep-reaching changes.2

The frenetic tone is understandable, for as the same article
points out, the computer has already been called upon to
perform more than 700 specific tasks,

. . . from bookkeeping to monitoring underground nuclear ex-
plosions. Computers control the flow of ele'tric current for much of
the nation, route long-distance telephone calls, set newspaper type,
even dictate how sausage is made. They navigate ships and planes,
mix cakes and cement, prepare weather forecasts, check income tax
returns, direct city traffic and diagnose humanand machineail-
ments. They render unto Caesar by sending out the monthly bills
and reading the squiggly hieroglyphics on bank checks, and unto
God .,y counting the ballots of the world's Catholic bishops at ses-
sions of the Ecumenical Council in St. Peter's Basilica.3

One computer, VIDIAC, is potentially capable of writing
50,000 words per second.' Some sophisticated computers can
multiply 500,000 10-digit numbers in 1 second.° The Illinois
Pattern Recognition Computer, ILLIAC III, an experimental
computer built at the University of Illinois, can "read and
differentiate among separate parts of photographs, graphs,
maps, slides, and such, performing up to 1,024 logical operations
at once. It could, for instance, detect certain diseased cells on
a slide."° Through time sharing, in which numerous users have

2 "Technology: The Cybernated Generation," Time, April 2, 1965, p. 84.
3 Ibid.
4 D. S. Ha lacy, Computers: The Machines We Think With (New York:

Dell Publishing Co. Inc. 1964), p. 219.
5 "Technology: The Cybernated Generation," op. cit., p. 86.
0 Robert D. Tschirgi, "Loving a `Computer - Tutor'," EDUCOM, February

1966, p. 10.
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almost simultaneous access to its use, Project MAC (for
Machine-Aided Cognition) at M.I.T.

. . . is already solving problems, answering questions and keeping
books on an experimental basis for some 400 users. Scientists who
know MAC's language can feed their problems to the computer
from typewriter-like keyboards in their own homes or labs. Thus,
computers will eventually become as close to everyday life as the
telephonea sort of public utility of information?

Machine Translations Inc. has announced ". . . a new tech-
nique making possible contextual translation at the rate of
60,000 words an hour."8 At the University of Connecticut a
computer programed to evaluate students' written compositions
has achieved as high a reliability as that achieved by a compe-
tent reader.° In the Librascope Laboratory for Automata Re-
sear6, a computer produced this "beat" poem:

Sob suddenly, the bongos are moving
Or could we find that tall child?
And dividing honestly was like praying badly,
And while the boy is obese, all blast could climb.
First you become oblong,
To weep is unctious, to move is poor.10

Recently the computer became an advertising inducement
to do business with Wells Fargo. Cal Daily (April 13, 1966)
printed an ad headed in large boldface type, "Our talking
computer has figured out a way to save you time." This invita-
tion followed:

Just come in to any office of Wells Fargo in Berkeley or San Fran-
cisco. And ask one of our nice real-life tellers to introduce you to
our talking computer. For openers, you might ask it what the
balance is in your checking account. Within seconds it gives the

7 "Technology: The Cybernated Generation," op. cit., p. 91.
Halacy, op. cit., p. 216.

9 Arthur Daigon, "Computer Grading of English Composition," English
Journal, LV (January 1966), 46-53; and Ellis B. Page, "The Imminence of
. . . Grading Essays by Computer," Phi Delta Kappan, XLVII (January
1966), 238-243.

to Halacy, op. cit., p. 134.
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answer. In its own electronic voice. Saves you time when you want
to cash checks. And you can cash checks now at any office in
Berkeley or San Franciscowith only 30 seconds required for check
verification. Come in soon for a demonstration.

Such uses for the computer may appear frivolous to the
reader. One should not, however, take lightly the serious tasks
of the computer:

. . . computers are being used rather regularly to analyze market
portfolios for brokers; compute the best combination of crops and
livestock for given farm conditions; design and "fly" under typical
and extreme conditions rockets and airplanes before they are built;
design, in terms of cost and traffic-flow characteristics, the appro-
priate angles and grades for complex traffic interchanges; keep up-
to-date inventory records and print new stock orders, as auto-
matically computed rates of sales and inventory status indicate.
Computers have also been programmed to write mediocre TV
dramas (by manipulating segments of the plot), write music, trans-
late tolerably if not perfectly from one language to another, and
simulate some logical brain processes (so that the machine goes
about solving puzzlesand making mistakes in the processin the
ways people do). Also, computers are programmed to play elaborate
"games" by themselves or in collaboration with human beings.
Among other reasons, these games are played to understand and
plan more efficiently for the conduct of wars and the procedures for
industrial and business aggrandizement. Through such games,
involving a vast number of variables, and contingencies within
which these variables act and interact, the best or most likely solu-
tions to complex problems are obtained.11

Moreover, because of their decision making capabilities, com-
puters are gradually replacing many middle management jobs
in business, thereby displacing white collar workers who had
believed themselves safe from encroaching automation.

The use of computers will be accelerated in the immediate
future. As John Diebold recently pointed out, the technological
explosion is being given tremendous impetus by the fact that,
as computer capabilities are increasing, costs are decreasing.
Between 1963 and 1972a single decadethere will be a

11 Donald N. Michael, Cybernation: The Silent Conquest (Santa Bar-
bara: Report to the Center for the Study of Democratic Institution's,
1962), p. 5.
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decrease of 85 percent in the cost of completing a typical data

processing job. During this period, the cost of storage by

magnetic tape will go down by 97 percent; the cost of image

storage by 96 percent; and communication line costs, because

of increased speeds of transmission, will decrease by 50 percent.

These changes in economics will mean that we will be able to

do more with information technology than we now can even

imagine."
In documenting the rapid growth of the computer industry

during the past decade and in predicting its growth during the

next decade, David Sarnoff, of Radio Corporation of American,

points to some impressive statistics:

In just ten years, the typical electronic data processor has become

ten times smaller, 100 times faster and 1,000 times less expensive to

operate. These trends will continue, and our national computing

power, which is doubling every year, will soon be sufficient to make

the computer a genuinely universal tool.
In 1956, there were fewer than 1,000 computers in the United

States. Today there are 30,000, or more than $11 billion worth; and

by 1976 the machine population may reach 100,000. And these figures

will, of course, be greatly increased through the growth of data

processing in other nation.5.
A decade ago, our machines were capable of 12 billion computa-

tions per hour; today, they can do more than 20 trillion, and by
1976a decade from nowthey will attain 400 trillionor about two

billion computations per hour for every man, woman and child.

Quite evidently, the threshold of the computer age has barely been

crossed.13

Maintaining that most people's conception of the computer

is outmoded, Diebold says that up-to-date systems, rather than

being isolated accounting machines, ". . . perform an almost

limitless variety of functions, and vary with individual require-

ments."

For example, the newest computer systems may appear as input-

output units in individual desks; small television-like screens with

12 John Diebold, "The New World Coming," Saturday Review, July 23,

1966, pp. 17-18.
13 David Sarnoff, "No Life Untouched," Saturday Review, July 23,

1966, p. 22.
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keyboards and copying devices. When you ask a question you see
the answer almost simultaneously on the screen. If you want a copy
of the answer, you can make it immediately. The heart of the system
is a switching center rather like the telephone system. Computers,
storage elements of many varieties, and many other devices used
as part of the system are accessible as you need them, connected
through the switching center to the terminal unit at your fingertips.
Thousands of people may use such systems at the same time, and
each needs know no more about the operation of the system than
the average person knows about the telephone. In the next decade
the typical computer system is going to be of this kind.14

In "The Great Transformation," H. F. Perk, of Southern
Illinois University, former research scientist, graphically and
dramatically illustrates the replacement of human functions
by machines during the past few hundred years:

Power Skill Control Intelligence Policy
1. Man Man Man Man Man
2. Animal Man Man Man Man
3. Machine Man Man Man Man
4. Machine Machine Man Man Man
5. Machine- ' Machine Machine Man Man
6. Machine Machine Machine Machine Mani z

Summarizing the apparent effects to date of the computer, the
editors of Time comment:

As the most sophisticated and powerful of the tools devised by
man, the computer has already affected whole areas of society,
opening up vast new possibilities by its extraordinary feats of
memory and calculation. It is changing the world of business so
profoundly that it is producing a new era in Arnold Toynbee's
"permanent industrial revolution." It has given new horizons to
the field of science and medicine, changed the techniques of edu-
cation and improved the efficiency of government. It has affected
military strategy, increased human productivity, made many
products less expensive and greatly lowered the barriers to knowl-
edge.16

14 John Diebold, op. cit., p. 17.
15H. F. William Perk, "The Great Transformation," The American

Scholar, XXXV (Spring 1966), 366.
16 "Technology: The Cybernated Generation," op. cit., p. 84.



III. The Computer and
Other Media in
Education

. . . The notion that education is a powerful force for increasing a
nation's wealthand military powershould have been obvious at
least a century ago. But only now that electronic and other technical
developments have made it possible for mechanical (and human)
brains to displace muscle power does this proposition become com-
mon sense. And so it is that hardheaded politicians are willing to
invest billions of dollars in schooling.1

When Lloyd J. Trump predicted in 1961 that the school of
the future would feature viewing and listening carrels for
individuals, viewing and listening rooms for small groups, with
materials regulated through push-button operation from central
storage facilities, he probably could not have fully sensed, as
did Lady Macbeth, the future in the instant.2 At what can only
be inadequately termed "an accelerating rate," automation
has been entering education. Impetus for automated education
has been provided by numerous sources, among them B. F.

1 Michael Harrington, "Automation: A Revolution That Is," The New
York Times (advertisement), April 24, 1966, Sec. 11, p. 7.

2 Lloyd J. Trump, "Images of the Future for School Libraries," Rev-
olution in Teaching: New Theory, Technology, and Curricula, ed.
A. de Grazia and D. Sohn (New York: Bantam Books, 1962), p. 142.
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Skinner, the Harvard psychologist, who believes that the
teaching machine through operant reinforcement can often
teach better than teachers;3 the shortage of teachers in numer-
ous disciplines; the mounting expense of education; the nagging
guilt among educators that despite decades of talk about the
importance of individual differences,. formal. education has
never accommodated itself to individual needs. Raison d'etre
for the increase of automation in education can be set aside:
the increase was and is inevitable. As an institution in a society
being totally transformed by electronic media, education can-
not escape the transformation, though one can find solace per-
haps in hearing and reading "logical reasons" for what changes
are occurring.

By 1962 IBM had developed computer-assisted instruction,
"based on the simultaneous use of many individual student
`stations' linked to a central computer."

The system maintains continuous control over a wide variety of
learning materials, enabling the individual student to progress at
his own rate. At the same time the system evaluates student re-
sponses and guides each student separately, to mastery of the sub-
ject presented. This device opens the way to the future of pro-
grammed instruction and the so-called teacherless classroom, but
at the moment demand for the system is hardly widespread.4

By the same year the System Development Corporation had
developed an automated group education system made of these
components:

. . . a digital computer to control and select the material presented
and to analyze responses, a magnetic tape storage unit, a typewriter
for printing out data analysis, a slide projector and screen for pre-
senting educational materials, and individual desks with keyboards
for the students' responses.5

Used in a central facility and with auxiliary equipment, one

3 D. S. Ha lacy, Computers: The Machines We Think With (New York:
Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 1964), p. 203.

4 David B. Hertz, "Computers and the World Communications Crisis,"
The American Scholar, XXXV (Spring 1966), p. 268.

5 Ha lacy, op. cit., p. 207.
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moderately large computer, according to spokesmen for Sys-
tem Development, could serve several schools and teach a
thousand or more students simultaneously and individually.6

By 1966 computerized instruction and other educational in-
novations employing electronic media had come a long way,
their' influence becoming felt from first grade- through- the
not-so-hallowed halls of ivy:

Starting next fall, 170 first graders at the Brentwood School in
Palo Alto, Calif., will be introduced to the three R's by an infinitely
patient, infinitely tactful teacher who knows all the answers: a
computer.

Other students, from elementary school children to doctoral can-
didates, have received computerized instruction during experiments,
but the Brentwood pupils will be the first in the Nation for whom
learning from a computer will be routine.

Every day they and their regular teacher will work with the
machine for at least an hour.

The developer of the Brentwood computer's curriculum, Dr.
Patrick Suppes of Stanford University's Institute for Mathematical
Studies, and other experts in the field view the program as a fas-
cinating social experiment as well as an advanced technology. . . .

Plugged into the computer will be 16 teaching consoles at which
children will sit.

Built into each console will be four different modes of teacher-
student responsea television screen, a typewriter, a movielike
screen and a headset, over which the child gets spoken commands,
suggestions and encouragement.

"This capability of speaking to the child is too easy to underesti-
mate," Dr. Suppes says. "It alone puts the computer ahead of all
other teaching machines. . . ."

How will the child answer the machine? In three wayswith a
pen that casts a beam of light onto the cathode tube at the back of
the television screen, over a microphone or by typing his replies
onto the teletypewriter. . . .

The computerized teaching machine to be used at the Brentwood
School is the first of about a dozen that are expected to be in
American classrooms in the next two years?

A coed slides into a plastic chair in a soft green three-sided
cubicle, consults a mimeographed list, flips a switch, sees a red

6 Halacy, ibid., p, 205.
7 Thomas O'Toole, "My Teacher, The Patient Computer," San Francisco

Examiner and Chronicle, This World, April 10, 1966, p. 17.
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light blink, dials 1-2-2, pulls on earphones. Into the headset flows
the voice of her political science professor, then Adlai Stevenson on
the meaning of democracy, finally a discussion of freedom by New
York University's Sidney Hookand thus ends Lecture 1, Second
Semester, Political Science 113.

An electronic approaeh to teaching at M.I.T.? Afar-out experi-
ment at Goddard? Not at all. This is 15-year-old Oklahoma Chris-
tian College, a theologically conservative, Churches of Christ-run
school, which, though academically obscure, has just opened the
nation's first wholly electronic learning center. Each of Oklahoma
Christian's 652 students has his own study carrel, tied to a computer
that connects him in seconds to one of 46 tape playback machines.
The system can transmit as many as 136 programs at once.. . .

Whether a professor is really as palatable out of a can as when
swallowed live is of Interest to those concerned with the growing
teacher shortage. To find out, the U.S. Office of Education is spend-

. ,Ing $70,000 on .a two-34ar evaluation of electronic teaching at
Oklahoma Christaan.8

In a 1964 survey of ninety junior colleges to determine
new patterns of internal organization, B. Lamar Johnson found

. . . many innovations in physical facilitiespush-button leo-.,
ture halls, auto learning laboratories, new television production
and reception areas, facilities for live long-distance interviews
and some curricular experimentation: programmed learning,
team teaching, independent study, and work-study programs."9

At the Center for Research on Learning and Teaching, Uni-
versity of Michigan, work is being focused on the potential of
the automated study carrel, which might contain such devices
as a tape recorder, slide and 8mm movie viewer, and a TV
screen. The carrel might be connected to central computer
storage and retrieval. Eric M. Zale reports that "Staff members
are aware of the limitations of the machine-operated mode of
instruction. It is expected that for every three or four hours
the student spends in the carrel, he should meet for approxi-
mately one hour in group discussion with other students and
with his teacher," Future plans for the Center include both a

8 "Education: Colleges Happiness Is Your Own Carrel," Time, Feb-
ruary 18, 1966, p. 60.

fl Logan Wilson (ed.), Emerging Patterns in American Higher Educa-
tion (Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 1965), p. 43.
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200 carrel complex and seminar-type rooms with the same auto-

mated capabilities as individual carrels." In a report on the
Center's activities, Stanford C. Ericksen, director, advised the
Michigan -faculty that it is essential, as technology becomes an
intrinsic part of the instructional process, ". . . that college
faculties become acquainted with and explore the educational
contribution of the computer and other technological aids for

teaching."11
A recent newspaper article reported that C. Deighton, of

The Macmillan Company, delivered a speech to the printing
industries of metropolitan New York in which he described an
audio-dial-access system on.the campus of .the. Ohio State. Unit

versity. "Student use has reached 40,000 dial calls a week.

Students may dial for 8,000 programs . . . from a reading of
Chaucer to a lesson in Chinese."12

In a paper first published in the American Behavioral Scien-
tist, November 1962, Livio Stecchini, Paterson State College,
foresaw teaching machines as a means of improving instruction
at the college level. Pointing out that instruction at lower levels
undergoes continuous scrutiny and evaluation, Stecchini. la-
mented that college teaching, which he believed inferior, had
never been considered.

. . . College education has been molded most crudely by the in-
dustrial revolution: courses are conceived as interchangeable parts
worth so many points, and teachers and students are expected to
deliver so many hours of physical presence accompanied by a
specific set of mechanical operations. Now, the teaching machine,
which reflects the second industrial revolution or automation revo-
lution, through the process of feedback provides a continuous test-
ing, both of the learning by the student and of the instructional
effectiveness of the program.13

10 Eric M. Zak, "Where They Learn About Learning," EDUCOM, Feb-
ruary 1966, p. 3.

11Ibid, p. 7.
12Harry Gilroy, "Will the Wizard Respect Copyright?" San Francisco

Examiner and Chronicle, This World, February 27, 1966, p. 39.
13Livio Stecchini, "Prospects in Retrospect: On Educational Tech-

nology," in Programs, Teachers, and Machines, ed. A. de Grazia and
D. Sohn (New York: Bantam Books, 1962), p. 27.
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Patrick Suppes, developer of computer curriculum at Brent-
wood School, distinguishes between teaching machines and
computer-based systems, insisting that the latter can do that
which, the teaching machine could not do-- individualize in-
struction.

Computer-based teaching systems, designed to aid the teacher
in the individualization process, consist of a variety of student-
operated instructional devices. These learning machines are not
to be confused with the large class of so-called "teaching machines"
of recent yearsfrequently identified with the educational process
of programmed learning. Typically, these mechanical devices dis-
pense instructional material in a fixed sequence of small, easy-to-

, take steps of one or two. sentences, usually followed by, a question.,
All students traverse the same sequence regardless of differences in
background and aptitude. With computer-based teaching devices,
however, the student will study a sequence that is tailored to his
individual needs. This flexible system will differ from the non-
computerized teaching machine in responsiveness to different learn-
ing problems, both as they occur or as they have been anticipated on
the basis of previous experience with a student.14

Suppes believes that the greatest asset of the computerized
system is its ability to enable the teacher and researcher to
learn about individual students as they are in the process of
learning. Further, he maintains the computer system is superior
to teaching machines in that it not only stores and analyzes
learning data while students are using the machines but auto-
matically evaluates and modifies the curriculum as a conse-
quence of its analysis."

That the computer and other electronic media will become
increasingly important in all aspects of higher education was
assured by the formation of the Interuniversity Communica-
tions Council (EDUCOM) in mid-1965. Its founding was sup-
ported by a $750,000 five-year Kellogg Foundation grant for
administrative operations. The Council started as an associa-
tion of six universities, among them the University of Cali-
fornia, and has since grown to include seven universities with

14 Patrick Suppes, "Plug-In Instruction," Saturday Review, July 23,
1966, p. 25.
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more than 120 campuses. These campuses enroll an estimated
one third of the students in American universities.

A nonprofit corporation, the Council's central purpose is
"To provide collaboration among institutions of higher learn-
ing in their efforts to utilize the emerging communications
sciences . . . ," for its founders believed.".. . that only through
cooperation can the academic community make a maximal
contribution to these new concepts and systems." The Council
is concerned with all information process activitiescomputer-
ized programed instruction, library automation, educational
television and radio, mid the use of computers in university
administration, in research, and in clinical practice. Eventually,
the Council may cooperate with secondary and elementary
schobls' iri iinPrbVing instruction. Membership in the Council is
institutional, costs $250.00 upon admission and a like amount
in annual dues, and allows for one representative from each
institution. Every accredited college and university in the
United States will be invited to join.i5

A further aim of EDUCOM is to promote within an institu-
tion cooperation in the uses of new educational media. At the
University of California, Donald M. Hatfield, who supervises
teacher education in science and the educational media labora-
tories, is chairman of a universitywide committee to coordinate,
information processing activities among the nine campuses. The
committee intends to study methods of computerizing inter-
campus communications so that information available on one
campus can be transmitted instantaneously to another.1°

The influence of the computer and other electronic media
at all levels of education is further assured by recent mergers
of publishing houses and electronic industries: IBM has ac-
quired Science Research Associates; Raytheon Company has
purchased D. C. Heath; Xerox Corporation has bought Ameri-
can Education Publications and Basic Systems, Inc.; Random
House, after purchasing Knopf, has merged with.Radio Corpo-
ration of America, a merger which Bennett Cerf, chairman of

15 EDUCOM, January 1966, inside cover.
Jo "Hatfield Heads Communication Committee," School of Education

Newsletter (Berkeley: University of California, April 1966), p. 3.
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Random House, said espoused ". . our conviction that pub-
lishing and electronics are natural partners for the incredible
expansion immediately ahead for every phase of education in
our country";17 Sylvania Electric Prod ,cts, Inc., and the
Reader's Digest Association, Inc., annc anced M March the
formation of a joint group to investige'e the potential of elec-
tronic systems in education. Purpose of the investigation, ac-
cording to Gene K. Beare, presiden'. of Sylvania, and Paul W.
Thompson, executive vice preside it of Reader's Digest, is to

combine Sylvania's knowhow in tP a field of electronics and com-
munications with the writing, c...ting and publishing skills of
Reader's Digest for the purpose e : c.eveloping advanced methods of
instruction that will improve ecucational programs.ls

Most portentous perhaps for the future direction of American
education was the resignation jf Francis I. Keppel from his post
as Assistant Secretary for Euucation to become board chairman
of the General Learning Corporation, a subsidiary company
formed last November by Time, Inc., and General Electric, with
merged assets of $37.5 million. According to the news story
announcing Keppel's resignation, "the firm will develop and
market educational materials, systems and services, combining
the printed word with new electronic devices such as computers
and other automated learning."'

How the teacher will fare in the automated future can L.
only conjectured. Lilyn Carlton facetiously leaves no room for
the schoolmarm in the poem "Teaching Machine Age,"

I Ile good old-ft shioned school days,
Days of the golden rule,
Teacher said, "Good morning, class,"
And so she started school.

Alas: How different things are now.
The school day can't begin

17 "New Electronic Education Link," San Francisco Chronicle, March
1966, p. 54.

Is Gilroy, op. cit.
19 "Top U. S. Education Aide Quits," San Francisco Chronicle, April 10,

1966.
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Till someone finds the socket
And plugs the teacher ir1.20

Though the teacher may not be eliminated, his number may
be reduced considerably and his role redefined. John E. Coul-
son, of System Development Corporation, foresees the end of
the teacher as primarily a transmitter of information:

Individualized instruction by computers and by other self-study
techniques will certainly require drastic changes in the role of the
teacher. His job will no longer be primarily to present information
and to drill students. He will spend most of his time in diagnosing
individual learning problems, remedying them in close tutorial
interactions with the pupils, and leading group discussions. He will
be required to coordinate the use of many instructional materials
and media that will be available to him, including conventional
textbooks and laboratory projects as well as programmed instruc-
tion, and will have to decide which procedures will be most effective
for students with different learning needs. The teacher will be aided
in these diagnostic and remedial functions by computer-generated
displays that will alert him automatically to excessive student errors
and provide him with detailed information about any particular
student's progress at that moment in his studies.21

William A. Deter line, American Institute of Research, be-
lieves that programed instruction (P.I.) , rather than displacing
the teacher, will profoundly affect the traditional textbook:

Textbooks did not replace teachers; laboratory and field work
did not replace teachers; and it is unlikely that P.I. will replace
teachers, although it is certain that, given time, the conventional
classroom will be markedly affected by the integration of P.I;lalong
with existing instructional systems. Although the classroom-teacher
role is the one most often compared with the tutorial characteristics
of PI., there is another classroom instructional source that will be
more profoundly affected by P.I.the textbook. Several opinion
surveys conducted among students who had used programs indi-
cated that although students react favorably to programs, it is the

20 Halacy, op. cit., p. 199.
21 John E. Coulson, "Automation, Electronic Computers, and Education,"

Phi Delta Kappan, XLVII (March 1966), 341.
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unprogrammed textbook, not the classroom instructor, that the
students would like to see replaced.22

By freeing the teacher from drudgery, scientific methodology
can eliminate the "fake" distinction between teacher and
scholar, can enlist elementary school teacher and university
professor under a single banner, and can bring about a rap-
prochement between educator and scholar, between public
school and liberal arts college, between teacher and critic, and
between student and teacher, according to Kenneth S. Roth-
well, University of Kansas.23

R. Buckminster Fuller envisions the time when all formal
education until graduate school will take place in the home,
although students may attend school houses for social experi-
ences or to be "baby-sat."24 Outstanding scholars, Fuller be-
lieves, will contribute their thinking to the production of tele-
vision documentaries which can be selectively beamed via tiny
lasers or masers into individual homes. Careful production of
the documentaries on university campuses would free scholars
from routinely giving lectures and would return them to their
studies, Fuller asserts. The documentaries would be carefully
reviewed from time to time to make sure they were up to date.25

With two-way TV we will develop selecting dials for the children
which will not be primarily an alphabetical but a visual species
and chronological category selecting device with secondary alpha-
betical subdivisions. The child will be able to call up any kind of
information he wants about any subject and get his latest authorita-
tive TV documentary, the production of which I have already
described to you. The answers to his questions and probings will be
the best information that man has available up to that moment in
history.

22 William A. Deter line, "Human Systems and Programed Instruction,"
in Programs, Teachers, and Machines, op. cit., p. 123.

23 Kenneth S. Rothwell, "Programed Learning: A Back Door to Em-
piricism in English Studies," in Programs, Teachers, and Machines, op. cit.,
p. 204.

24 R. Buckminster Fuller, Education Automation: Freeing the Scholar
to Return to His Studies, (Carbondale, Illinois: Southern Illinois Univer-
sity Press, 1964), pp. 41-43, 50.

25 Ibid., p. 36.
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All this will bring a profound change in education. We will stop

training individuals to be "teachers," when all that most young
girl "education" students really want to know is how they are going

to earn a living in case they don't get married. . . .26

As strange as this prediction may sound, it is supported by
Coulson in these remarks:

The problem of limited classroom space may be relieved by using

remote instructional stations connected to a centralized computer
by telephone lines. Each student could spend a large part of his

study time at a station located in his own home. Space at the
school could then be reserved largely for activities requiring stu-
dent-staff interactions, such as individual counseling, tutoring,
and group discussions, and for activities requiring specialized
equipment, such as laboratory projects 27

Already students are using the computer to solve homework

problems. A newspaper story recently described how six
Queens high school students

. . . sit by the telephone, punch out their homework problems on

a push-button dial, and get the answers instantly.
Working with a computer they've never seen, the students can

solve any math problem from two-plus-two to the square root of

a 14-digit number.
The "dial-a-solution" project is a joint study being conducted

by the Roman Catholic schools of the Diocese of Brooklyn and

International Business Machines Corporation.
The students work at home with a 12-button dial that relays

commands to an IBM 1710 computer 50 miles away at Yorktown
Heights in Westchester County. The answers come back by pre-
recorded voice. . . .

The day is not far away when the computer will provide a vast
storehouse of human knowledge to every student over the tele-
phone, predicts Brother Austin David, F.S.C., data processing
consultant for the diocese.28

It is difficult to foretell the long range effects, salutary or
detrimental, this automated instruction will have upon stu-

28 Ibid., p. 43.
27 Coulson, op. cit., p. 342.
28 "Students Who Do Their Homework by Computer," Sap, Francisco

Chronicle, April 14, 1966.
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dents. Coulson candidly admits that programers are ignorant
about what the social and emotional effects of individualized
instruction will be on students, particularly on younger chil-
dren. He recognizes that harmful psychological and sociologi-
cal effects can accrue from allowing a child to pace himself,
for his scholastic peers may be quite different from his social
peers. "The most acute and challenging problems in the appli-
cation of modern data processing technology to education ap-
pear to be in the human factors field rather than in the equip-
ment field." 29

One person who believes strongly in the use of electronic
communications at least at the university level is Robert D.
Tschirgi of the University of California system. Tschirgi is
quoted in EDUCOM as having said in a paper delivered in
December before the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science at Berkeley:

The currency of a university is information, and it is the crea-
tion, storage, manipulation and dissemination of information which
is the primary business of any university. Far from dehumanizing
the educational process, the optimum use of electronic communi-
cation devices restores the human to the central role of communi-
cator, allowing him to inject his personality more directly across
time and space. The feeling of warm, personal friendship, or on
the other hand, deep hostility, which television viewers develop
towards performers is clear evidence of the human intimacy pos-
sible through even one-way television communication.30

The one prediction that can safely be made is that theuse
of automated instruction will continue to proliferate; for the
confluence of forces seemingly affecting the future of education
the shortage of teachers, the increasing costs of public edu-
cation, the mergers of publishing houses and electronic indus-
tries, the oft expressed desire of educators to individualize
instructionall feed into the electronic revolution, the inex-
orable force transforming not only education but the whole of
society. Since the revolution may lead to the greatest advance

29 Coulson, op. cit., p. 344.
3° Tschirgi,' Robert D., "Loving a Computer-Tutor," EDUCOM, Feb-

ruary 1966, p. 9.
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in human learning in man's history, educators at least have
reason to be optimistic:

. . . You can take a field of mathematics and axiomatize it and get
it down to a static nutshell: a beautiful kernel, a thing that a
mathematician thinks is just lovely. And maybe you can get
somebody to memorize it; but if he does so, he has not learned a
thing. The only way to get it into the person is to blow it up into
50,000 operations and teach it from many points of view, using
many examples. Finally it gets down into his brain in a little ker-
nel: a beautiful pearl of knowledge.

This process is just killing us. We don't have enough teachers
to handle it. University professors leave universities because of it.
Computing machines, as Perlis pointed out, can do this kind of
thing rapidly, economically, patiently, and without the frustration
and the unhappiness. I think the computer offers a real match to
the problem of getting knowledge into human skulls.31

If computers didn't exist, a modern Voltaire would insist
that they, like God, would need to be invented, even if it were
only to catalogue, store and retrieve man's burgeoning knowl-
edge. Traditional ways of classifying and housing library mate-
rials will no longer do. To acquaint its readers with both the
rate at which information is being published and the need for
using computers in libraries, Time reported last September that

Unless even the best schools find ways of keeping current with
new information, they too will run into incalculable trouble. Last
year alone, 20,542 new books and 7,909 new editions of older books
were published in the U.S.nearly twice the number that came out
in 1960. In addition, 22,262 periodicals and 80,000 technical reports
rained off the presses. .. .

About 90% of all scientists who ever lived are now at work
and, it seems, most are publishing their findings. In 1750 there
were about ten scientific journals, in the world; today there are
about 7,000 related to the biomedical sciences alone. Once scientists
wrote about physics, chemistry and biology; today they deal with
the likes of bio-chemistry, bio-engineering, exobiology and bio-
physics. In 1950, chemists produced 558 articles every two weeks
for their publications; in 1965, in the field of chemistry alone,

31 Alan Perlis, "The Computer in the University," in Computers and
the Worla of the Future, ed. Martin Greenberger (Cambridge: Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology Press, 1962), p. 216.
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those learned explorers are turning outand publishing-6,700
articles every fortnight. Small wonder that the U.S. Printing Office
is drawing up plans for a new building with 40 acres of working
spacesix acres bigger than the Pentagon; or that Yale, if it were
to continue using its obsolescent card catalogue, would need eight
acres of floor space by the year 2040 just for the cards alone. The
books would be virtually unhousable.32

The article then proceeds to relate that academic libraries
are planning to tie themselves together electronically so as to
benefit from each other's resources; that eventually, according
to James Miller, executive director of EDUCOM, there will be
a network of bookless librariesstudy booths, electric type-
writers and TV screensin which "a small college will be able
to have a better library than Harvard has now"; that the real
key to progress is automation of the Library of Congress, which
now has 40 million 3-by-5 cards in its files.

.. . Converting that catalogue to tapes for computer use would cost
about $40 millionbut a librarian anywhere in the U.S. would then
have a constantly updated index to all U.S. publications. The
Library of Congress could use a Data-Phone system to flash
information by ordinary telephone line to any library that re-
quests it. The system, already employed for high-speed communi-
cations, uses perforated tape that transmits signals to remote
printing machines at the rate of 6,000 words per minuteall for
the price of a long-distance telephone cal1.33

Already computerized is the National Library of Health in
Bethesda, Maryland, which tries to acquire every publication
relating to medicine:

. . . Librarians feed selected references from articles in 2,400 pe-
riodicals into two Honeywell computers. Then, by the use of key
words, the computers each year arrange 150,000 citations alpha-
betically. This list is printed by a computer-driven phototypesetter,
and the result is a book, the Index Medicus, which goes to 7,000
libraries around the world.34

32 "Education: Libraries," Time, September 3, 1965, p. 52.
33 Ibid., p. 57,
34 ibidt
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Coulson maintains that the use of automated information and
document retrieval techniques can greatly aid the school li-
brarian. In some detail he describes how the computer can
catalogue documents and how it can facilitate search for refer-
ence materials:

. . . An increasing number of documents and periodicals are auto-
matically type-set from coded material on magnetic or punched
tapes. These tapes can be read directly by a computer, which can
automatically catalogue every new library acquisition. The com-
puter can not only catalogue by title and author, it can also perform
a content analysis of the book or magazine and automatically index
the material by subject matter. Furthermore, it can display the
title, author, and library number of books and magazines having
any combination .of subject matters that the student, teacher, or
librarian may 'specify. Suppose, for example, that a student asks
for reference materials on Canadian use of cybernetics in education.
The computer might search its files under the index category
"education," then "Canada," and finally "cybernetics." This search
would produce three different lists, which the machine would
examine for overlap. Within a few seconds it would print out the
identification of materials having some reference to education,
Canada, and cybernetics. If it could not find anything with all
three categories, it would list the materials coining closest to the
student's request .35

John G. Kemeny, Dartmouth, foresees by the year 2000 a
National Library from which students and teachers will re-
trieve information by dialing, employing a three-digit code for
the subject, a two-digit code for the branch of the subject, plus
a three-digit code for a specific item within the branch: in
short, a nine-digit code. Kemeny believes that the National
Library will be connected to colleges and universities by
means of multichannel cable on which pictures can be trans-
mitted; that institutions will have numerous reading rooms
containing reading units similar to microfilm readers but
equipped with tape units capable of receiving pictures from
the central library, each picture representing one page; and
that individuals will furnish their own tapes, upon which will
be copied electronically material from tapes in the National

35 Coulson, op. cit., p. 342.
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Library. Once he has finished reading, the student or professor
may keep the taped material for his personal library (a $10.00
tape can store ten volumes) or reuse the tape next time.36
Kemeny even believes that publications, as we now know them,
may cease to exist:

It is also safe to predict that the effect of such a library on the
very nature of research will be immense. I don't care to explore
this subject too far, for fear of sounding fantastic, but I do want
to raise one possibility. Isn't it conceivable that the nature of
publications will change? Why should we continue to publish
hundreds of journals in each subject, when the simple act of de-
positing an item in the National Library,would accomplish more?
We can visualize a time when a researchsarticle in mathematics is
simply submitted to the "mathematics editorial board" at the Na-
tional Library, where it would receive the customary referees'
treatment. Once it is accepted, it is filed into the National Collec-
tion, together with an abstract of the accepted format, on the next
13th of the month. Any library or individual would have access to
it after that and could obtain a copy of it by the procedure described
earlier. The time of "publication" could be cut to about three
months from the present two years, and the cost would return to
normal proportions.37

When one considers the difficulty publishers are having today
protecting copyrighted material (as McLuhan has observed,
with available electronic equipment, almost every office is now
in the publishing business) , Kemeny's notions may not be
outlandish: the number of retrievals of a work from the Na-
tional Library could be automatically tabulated, somewhat in
the way that telephone message units are presently tabulated,
and royalties paid accordingly.

During the past decade there has been constant refinement of
the process by which photographic material is reduced for
easier storage. Visitors to the World's Fair. in Seattle who
previewed the computerized information center of the future,
Library 21, were shown a photo process that reduces a 400-page

36 John G. Kemeny, "A Library for 2000 A.D.," Computers and the World
of the Future, op. cit., pp. 147-149.

37 Ibid., p. 161.
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book to the size of a postage stamp for storage.38 While dis-
cussing the implications of Kemeny's paper on the library of
the future, Gilbert W. King, director of research for IBM,
observed that

The National Beau of Standards has demonstrated how photo-
graphic material can be reduced by a factor of 1000 linearly, which
is a factor of 1,000,000 in area. Enough work has been done along
these lines to show that all volumes of the Library of Congress
could be stored in a 1-cubic-yard box. Of course, the question is
what to do with it once you have it there, and this question is still
largely unanswered.mt

One can anticipate that the future uses of the computer in
4:4-university will go well beyond those of the present; the
computer will not only be heavily involved in performing re-
search activities, it will help administer an institution and
coordinate it with other institutions.

. . . I think it will participate in almost every intellectual transac-
tion that goes on in the university.. .. As part of its contributions
to the intellectual process, the computer will explore consequences
of assumptions. It will present complex systems of facts and rela-
tions from new points of view, "cutting the cake another way" in
a fraction of a second. It will test proposed plans of action through
simulation. It will mediate and facilitate communication among
human beings. It will revolutionize their access to information. It
will even obtain for them the aid and services of other digital com-
puters. At first the computer will be, in Perlis' term, a "hand-
maiden to scholarly university activities." In not many years,
however, it will be regarded less as a handmaiden than as a part-
ner.40

Duke University, the University of North Carolina, and
North Carolina State University have joined to form the
largest educational computing complex in the world, the
Triangle Universities Computation Center (TUCC) near
Durham. SuppGzted by a $1.5 million grant from the National
Science Foundation, the facility will have a leased IBM System
360/Model 75, a computer that can add 1 million 10-digit num-

38Halacy, op. cit., p. 209.
39 Kemeny, op. cit., p. 166.
"Perlis, op. cit., p. 206.
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bers in less than a second. Model 75 will be tied by telephone
lines to System 360/30s on the three campuses, "as well as
to low-speed typewriter and medium-speed terminal devices
installed at various places at the Universities." A variety of
disciplines, among them medicine, engineering and statistics,
will share time. Ultimately, planners hope to extend by tele-
phone lines the services of the facility to at least 76 other
institutions in the state.41

Urging further cooperation among universities, Tschirgi
said to the American Association for the Advancement of Sci-
ence,

With many vital functions which affect the university, such as
testing, planning and innovation, increasingly organized and man-
aged by forces outside the university, the salvation of the uiver-
sity's integrity is not in isolation or institutional independence, but
in close cooperation with other universities. . . .

I anticipate the time when the geographical separation of uni-
versities will hardly enter into the consideration of educational
activities. The electronic transmission of information should be
made so simple and complete that the lack of physical presence
goes relatively unnoticed.

Cooperative research projects can be undertaken between faculty
members on different campuses with little concern for physical dis-
continuity, and all library and data process facilities should be
mutually available throughout the university system.` 2

Believing that knowledge about and of the computer will be
essential to the educated man in the future, Alan J. Perlis,
Carnegie Institute of Technology, recommends for all univer-
sity students a mandatory course in programing and using
computers:

. it is felt that the first student contact with the computer should
be at the earliest time possible: in the student's freshman yea.
This contact should be analytical and not purely descriptive, and
each student during this first course should progom and run or
have run for him 'a large number of problems on the computer.
At least in engineering and science programs, this course should

41 "A Chatty Computer in Room B-3," EDUCOM, March 1966, p. 7.
Tschirgi, op. cit., p. 9.
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share with mathematics and English the responsibility of developing
an operational literacy, while physics and chemistry develop the
background toward which this literacy is to be applied. In a liberal
arts program the course could be delayed until the sophomore year,
but certainly deserves inclusion in such a program because of the
universal relevance of the computer to our times.43

Experience in programing is being provided to some students
at earlier educational levels than Perlis had considered--in
high school and in grade school. What is not yet a trend may
become one as more computers are used in elementary and
secondary schools:

'NE

Members of the Class of '65 at Altoona, Pennsylvania, Senior High
School graduated with a distinction. They were the last to leave
the school without experience in computer programming.

Succeeding classes, in fact 1,000 of the school's 3,300 students,
already were learning the operation :of a General Electric 215 as
a part of regular science and mathematics courses. The computer
was installed in September 1964 in a basement classroom.44

Room B-3 is the province of an anthropomorphic IBM 1620 that
refers to itself as "the friendly computer," and which 100 or more
grade-school children engage each day in remarkably casual com-
munication. After a few formalities, the machine often opens one
of these dialogues by typing out: "Hello. I hope we will be able
to have a good conversation. Please type your name the way you
would like me to address you. When finished, press the key with
R-S on it."

A small boy ponders the invitation on the electric typewriter
that is the computer terminal. He leans over, hunts, and patiently
pecks: "Tim R-S."

"I'm glad to meet you, Tim," replies the 1620. "I don't believe you
have talked with me before." Within minutes, and here is the pur-
pose behind the banter, Tim is responding on the keyboard to a
test devised by his own classmates.

Machines are used increasingly to aid in instruction. But the
experiment in the Dixie School District, of which Vallecito is part,
on the hilly peninsula north of San Francisco's Golden Gate Bridge,
differs in purpose. There, the object, as defined by Dr. John A.
Starkl,veather, the University of California psychologist whose idea

43 Perlis, op. cit., p. 188.
44 EDUCOM, January 1966, p. 8.
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it was, is to foster "skill in questioning and problem solving through
the programming efforts of the pupils . . ."

"The notion of the project . .. took on the form of the advantages
to the kids to be derived from the actual practice of programming,"
Starkweather recalls.

"In order to write a sequence of questions, they would be forced
to think of all the potential answers they would be willing to
consider correctand to predict the kinds of responses and term-
inology that someone taking such a test might use. . . ."

Finally, the U.S. Office of Education decided to suppOrt the study
for two years, effective last fall, through a contract to the Uni-
versity. . . .45

James McClellan, Teachers College, warns that either we
take machines for programed instruction into "the mainstream
of educational practice" or they will take us, a sober but suit-
able note on which to end this section of the paper:

You can see, I think, that our efforts to keep the role of teacher
single and undiscriminating, our egg crate conception of school
architecture, our notions of lay control, and all the rest of our
mythologically based ideas of education will have to go when we
take the programing seriously. But that is exactly what we will
have to do. For, if the history of technological change is any guide,
it seems clear that if we do not take these machines, they will take
us. I should much prefer that we take them into the main stream
of educational practice rather than leaving them on the outside
as marginal and distractive influences.46

45 EDUCOM, March 1966, pp. 3-5.
44; James McClellan, "Automated Education," in Programs, Teachers,

and Machines, op. cit., p. 116.
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What profound detrimental effects cybernation may have
upon the society and its institutions has concerned many.
Michael warns that one characteristic of selectively increased
cybernation is that its ill effects will at first only be felt locally
and may not be recognized either by those who introduce it
or by the government as a national problem, one affecting the
whole social system. "By the time the adverse effects of
cybernation are sufficiently noticeable to be ascribed to cyber-
nation, the equipment will be in and operating." He believes
that our chief concern must be the transitional period between
the present and the future when hopefully people will have
mere leisure time and the security to enjoy it.2 And he sees
education as the institution most important for this period of
transition

Education must cope with the transitional period when the dis-
ruption among different socio-economic and occupational groups
will he the greatest; and the later, relatively stable period, if it
ever comes to exist, when most people would have adequate in-
came and shorter working hours. The problem involves looking
ahead five, ten, twenty years to see what are likely to be the
occupational and social needs and attitudes of those future periods;
planning the intellectual and social education of each age group in
the numbers needed; motivating young people to seek certain types

I Donald N. Michael, Cybernation: The Silent Conquest (Santa Barbara:
Report to the Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, 1962), p. 28.

2 ibid. p. 29.
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of jobs and to adopt the desirable and necessary attitudes; providing
enough suitable teachers; being able to alter all of these as -the
actualities in society and technology indicate; and directing the
patterns of cybernation so that it fits with the expected kinds and
distribution of abilities and attitudes produced by home and school.

. All we have at present is the hope most people can be educated
for significant participation in such a world ab we have foreseen
herewe have no evidence that it can be done .3

Robert McClintock, of Johns Hopkins University, expresses
fear that our ability to design computers is already beyond our
ability to control them adequately:

In the field of computer design the most severe lack of knowledge
is not how to design and build bigger and faster machines, but how
to make them function, how to integrate them into the human
world, and how to make them do what we want them to do. Norbert
Wiener's later writings harped upon the dangers we risk by build-
ing machines to perform functions that we do not adequately un-
derstand. The dangers are real because our ability to design
machines is more fully developed than is our ability to understand
the purposes to which they might be put; and we could end by
putting electronic machines to uses we would not want to put them
if we really understood what the uses were.4

McClintock's fear is shared by Daniel Tanner, Northwestern
University, particularly in regard to the uses of cybernation
in education. Though he recognizes educational critics' impa-
tience with the inefficiencies of schools and their desire to re-
duce educational expenditures by using highly efficient auto-
instructional devices, Tanner cautions that we must bear in
mind "that while the product of industry is an automobile, a
refrigerator, or a washing machine, the product of education is
a human being. "5 Moreover, one might be rightfully concerned
whether education can, as Michael believes it must, respon-

3 Ibid. p. 41.
4 Robert McClintock, "Machines and Vitalists: Reflections on the Ideol-

ogy of Cybernetics," The American Scholar, XXXV (Spring 1966),
p. 254.

5 Daniel Tanner, "The Machine Teacher and the Human Learner," in
Programs, Teachers, and Machines, ed. A. de Grazia and D. Sohn (New
York: Bantam Books, 1962), p. 308.
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sibly educate people to use cybernation for the greatest social
good when education as an institution is, itself, becoming in-
creasingly cybernated. Perspective on the forest is difficult
when one is among the trees.

With few exceptions, the audioinstructional programs now
being used in the schools have not been adequately developed
through a series of empirical trials and revisions, Coulson
maintains. He reminds us that regardless of how well designed
equipment may be, "no instructional system can be of practical
value unless it contains effective content materials." Gotkin
reports that the single most common comment students make
about programed instruction is that it is a boring way to
learn, though he adds that most people find textbooks boring.
He points out that programed instruction does not allow the
student to "tune out," as he can in a regular classroom situa-
tion. When a student reports he is bored, he may mean that
the program is making inordinate demands upon him or that
it is presenting material he considers beneath his ability.?
Gotkin feels that programs fail to be interesting because of their
ladli of "style," not because of their attempt to be all things to
all students.

. . . If one judged the personality of programmers from their
products, one would be led to the conclusion that they were a dull
lot, devoid of those attributes that characterize creative persons.
David Markel (in conversation) suggested that the reason pro-
grammers, who as persons are rarely du11, produce such dull
products results from the singleness of purpose with which they
zero in on their topic. The programmer becomes so intent upon
reaching his objective he fails to comment upon the scenery..
Markel's insight is reminiscent of Holden Caulfield's comments in
The Catcher in the Rye as to why he hated his speech class. Every
time a speaker wandered from his subject the children were to
interrupt by raising their hands and shouting, "Digression, digres-
sion." The digressions for Holden were the most interesting parts
of the speeches.8

6 John E. Coulson, "Automation, Electronic Computers, and Education,"
Phi Delta Kappan, XLVII (March 1966), 343.

Lassar G. Gotkin, "Programed Instruction in the Schools," in Pro-
grams, Teachers, and Machines, op. cit., p. 167.

8 Ibid., p. 170.
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Assuming that we do survive the transitional period that
Michael fears may be anarchical; assuming that we do learn
to master, rather than be mastered by, our machines; assuming
that cybernation can be used in education to further man's
creativity as well as his intellect, what kind of future world may
we have?

We can safely predict that it will be smaller than today's
globe, for it will be girdled by electronic devices that enable
all mankind to be in instant communication.

If we had satellite vision today, you'd need but a one-rod, rooftop
antenna to pull perfectly beautiful pictures from a satellite whirling
high above the earth. . . . At a Hollywood industry banquet this
month, RCA board chairman General David Sarnoff flatly predicted,
"By the mid-70's and possibly sooner, high power broadcast satel-
lites will beam television programs and motion pictures directly to
home receivers anywhere in the world."

Four years ago, while addressing the American Bar Association
in San Francisco, seer Sarnoff spelled out the details: "In its ad-
vanced form, I believe, our space communications system will con-
sist of three synchronous satellites, each positioned about 22,300
hales above the equator. Moving at a speed matching that of the
earth's rotation, they will in effect hover over a fixed point on its
surface. Three such satellites, one each over the Atlantic, Pacific and
Indian Oceans, would cover the entire global area except the polar
region. . . ."9

. Sarnoff's predictions are supported by Vincent Rock, di-
rectpr of Communications Central, a Washington organization
dedicated to the global uses of technology:

In a few years, shortly before or after 1970, broadcast satellites
with sufficient power to permit direct reception by conventional
home television sets will be available. These third generation satel-
lites can have capacity equivalent to 10,000 simultaneous telephone
lines. Multiple access by many sending stations will become pos-
sible.

In the 1970's, for the first time in the history of man, we will have
a world communications system which is not only global in scope

9 Dwight Newton, "New Ways to Televise," San Francisco Examiner,
March 20, 1966.
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but capable of a universal reach.
The distinction is important. What we now refer to as a global

system will permit communication via the whole range of media
among no more than a fourth of the world's people, probably con-
siderably less. In contrast, in the 1970's we can, if we wish, have a
system that provides communication among ziine-tenths of the

population.1°

Tschirgi believes that universities need to establish a priority
of electronic networks, including international networks:

(1) Archival networks to provide universal availability to the
world's literature. (2) Interuniversity networks to enable coordina-
tion of archival, administrative, research, and educational functions.
(3) University-community networks for dissemination of extension
education and general-interest programs. (4) International net-
works, through which the community of scholars can become the
community of mankind.11

In his keynote address at Vision 65, R. Buckminster Fuller
announced that a great computer feeding game, called "How to
Make the World Work," was to be established at the Carbon-
dale campus of Southern Illinois University. People from all
over the world would be invited to Carbondale to test their
theories. If the computer predicts that the theory will lead to
war, the person or team proposing that theory loses the game.
Essence of success, on the other hand, in playing the game

. . . will be to make every man able to become a world citizen and
able to enjoy the whole Earth, going wherever he wants at any
time, able to take care of all the needs of all his forward days with-
out any interference with any other man and never at the cost of
another man's equal freedom and_advantage.12

In 1962 Ha lacy had predicted the inevitability of an electron-
,

ically integrated world:

10 Vincent P. Rock, "Universal Education By Satellite," EDUCOM,
_I (May 1966), 9.

11 Robert D. Tschirgi, "Loving a 'Computer-Tutor'," EDUCOM, Feb-
ruary 1966, p. 9.

12 R. Buckr.iinster Fuller, "Keynote Address, Vision 65," (Carbondale,
Illinois: Southern Illinois University Press, October 1965), p. 12.
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. . . Despite temporary setback of war, protective tariffs, insular
tendencies, and the like, in the long run we will live in one inte-
grated world shrunk by data links that can get information from
here to there and back again so fast it will be like conversing with
someone across the room. Already planners are talking worldwide
computerized systems.13

In a speech abstracted in Computers: The Machines We
Think With, Simon Ramo, of the University of California at
Los Angeles, predicted in 1961 that

. Intellectronic legislation will extend beyond a single country's
boundaries in international cooperation. It will smash the language
and communication barriers. It will permit and impleMent not only
global prediction of weather, but global control as well. Because
of the rapid handling of vast amounts of information, man can form
more accurate and more logical concepts that will lead to better
relations throughout the world.14

In such a world, language may no longer be a barrier to un-
derstanding: Fuller believes it is possible for the computer "to
find the most commonly recognizable and speakable sound and
meaning relationships, common to all world people" and to
"develop some kind of phonetic acceleration leading toward
a common world language." 15 McLuhan goes so far as to pre-
dict that, as the computer frees people from using language as
a means of classifying data or meanings, the future of language
"presents the possibility of a world without words, a wordless,
intuitive world, like a technological extension of the act of
consciousness."16

One of modern man's most persistent fears has been that
the earth lacks sufficient natural resources to sustain everyone
adequately. This fear, supported perhaps inadvertently by
Darwinism and certainly given credence by Malthusianism,
has psychologically underpinned numerous wars. The fear is

13 D. S. Halacy, Computers: The Machines We Think With (New York:
Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 1964), p. 230.

14 Ibid., p. 237.
15 Fuller, "Keynote Address," op. cit., p. 31.
tF Marshall H. McLuhan, "Address at Vision 65," The American Scholar,

XXXV (Spring 1966), 205.
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now anachronistic according to both Simon and Fuller. Of the
two, Simon is the more conservative:

The productivity revolutions have opened the realistic prospect
of a world in which the basic physical needs of all men (not only
citizens) can be satisfied without shackling anyone in slavery or
excessive toil. The population explosionan unintended conse-
quence of the revolutionsmay push that prospect a little further
into the distance, but it is unlikely to delay it more than a few
generations. To these developments, however, the computer con-
tributes little that is qualitatively new; at most it increases a bit
the rate of change.17

Twice at the Vision 65 conference, once in his keynote ad-
dress and once in his concluding address, Fuller asserted his
belief that man need no longer suffer physical want:

Only one, decade ago, at the meeting in Geneva and its companion
meeting of the Food and Agricultural Organization it came so
clearly into scientific view that the leading world politicians could
acknowledge it to be true thatas reported unequivocably by
Gerard Peil, publisher of the Scientific Americanfor the first
time in the history of man, it was in evidence that there could be
enough of the fundamental metabolic and mechanical energy sus-
tenance for everybody to survive at high standards of livingand
furthermore, there could be enough of everything to take care of
the increasing population while also improving the comprehensive
standard of living. Granted the proper integration of the world
around potentials by political unblockings, there could be enough
to provide for all man to enjoy all Earth, at a higher standard of
living than all yesterday's kings, without self interferences and with
no one being advantaged at the expense of another.18

. . . A physicist of Chicago University, John R. Platt, surveying
gelieral world trends and basic data, says, "The world is now too
dangerous for anything but Utopia."

Unfortunately, we now view Utopia as unfeasible. Our attitude is
derived from the fact that all attempts to establish Utopias occurred
when there wasn't enough to support more than one percent of hu-
manity, whereas it is fundamental to Utopia that there must be
enough for all. For the last ten years the by-product more-with-

17 Herbert Simon, "A Computer for Everyman," The American Scholar,
op. cit., p. 26.

18 Fullt.r, "Keynote Address," op. cit., p. 6.
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lessing of prime weapons development has made it visible that there
can be enough to go aroundhandsomely.19

Believing the content of every new medium to be derived
from a preceding environment, McLuhan says the earth can
become the content for the new space environment created by
its satellites and electronic extensions. As such, it can be
programed as an art form, just as content is proaamed fOr
other media.`-'° Van Der Beek agrees with McLuhan that there
may be a beautiful world dawning:

We are on the v'rge of a new worlda new sense of art, life and
technologywhen artists shall deal with the world as a work of art,
and art and life shall again become the same process. When man's
senses shall expand, reach out, and in so doing shall touch all men
in the world.

In my view I see that art and life, man and technology, unite and
seek to renew and re-view. . . .

In particular I see that motion pictures will become "emotion-
pictures" and will generate into a new structure, a new context,
becoming a nonverbal international picture language, in which we
can talk to each other. . . 21

White believes that science and technology are contributing
to the building of a democratic culture by eliminating false
distinctions between social classes. He believes ". . . we are on
the way toward building a new sort of humanism that encom-
passes in its sympathies all kinds of creativity, including those
involving hands as well as brains."22 Fuller predicts the future
use of two-way television as a means of revitalizing democracy.
Because our society is now so mobile, our representatives no
longer represent us: we know little about them and they even
less about us. At present, says Fuller, we are being confronted
with issue after issue with no adequate means of expressing

19 Fuller, "Vision 65 Summary Lecture," The American Scholar, op. cit.,
p. 218.

20 McLuhan, "Address at Vision 65," The American Scholar, op. cit.,
p. 199.

21 Van Der Beek, "Re: Vision," The American Scholar, op. cit., p. 339.
22 White, "On Intellectual Gloom," The American Scholar, op. cit., p. 226,
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immediately our position or feeling. With two-way television,
vox populi could once again be heard through constituents
beaming back "yes," or "no," "I like it," or "I don't like it."'"

. . . With two-way TV, constant referendum of democracy will be
manifest, and democracy will become the most practical form of
industrial and space-age government by all people, for all people.24

In a world in which no man need starve, be a slave, or physi-
cally toil to the detriment of his health, in which every man can
be creative and instantaneously communicative with others,
liberal education will be alife pursuit. For it to become this,
Michael Harrington, author of The Other American, maintains
that we need to change radically our notions about what work
is, and that we must consciously plan for what we now regard
as leisure?) W. H. F..:ry, vice president of the Fund for the
Republic, agrees:

. .. We have had a wrong idea of education for a very long while in
this country as being a chore that one must undergo for a certain
number of years in his early life because it's the only way he can
be sure of a job at the end. The cartoonsand this seems very re-
vealing to meare always of kids grousing about going back to
school and how disagreeable it all is. There is a myth about educa-
tion as a necessary evil in our lives. This has to be changed. Nobody
who has gone through it would disagree that any education that's
worth the name is terribly hard work. What the Peace Corps
youngsters go through is terribly hard work. But it has raised them
as human beings into new dimensions. The definition of education
as work, a kind of effort recognized as of the greatest value to the
state and to the human beings involved, should enter into our new
concepts of work 20

Fuller maintains that as an economic society, we are going to
have to pay our entire population to go to school and to stay
in school, that is, to stay in the education process. Our national

23 Fuller, Education Automation (Carbondale, Illinois: Southern Illinois
University Press, 1964), pp. 40-42.

24 Ibid., p. 42.
25 Cacotopias and Utopias: A Conversation. (Center for the Study of

Democratic Institutions, 1965), p. 9.
20 Ibid., p. 27.
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investment shall be education because education will be our
most important commodity. 27 Formal or institutional education
will have faint relationship to that which now takes place in
schools. Digital computers, for example, may ameliorate uni-
versity education by eliminating much that seemingly has little
to do with genuine learning:

. The pedagogical responsibility of the university is not to lecture
or assign problems or grade them. It is to create a situation within
which most bright students will automatically learn. The multi-user
digital computer opens new horizons for anyone eager to create
such situations.28

Ericksen finds it exciting ". . . to consider the potential impact
of a computer-based information processing network that can
link the student, working in any given terminal, with other
libraries and institutions throughout the state, nation, and per-
haps the world."29 Fuller predicts that

. . . The universities are going to be wonderful places. Scholars
will stay there for a long timethe rest of their liveswhile they
are developing more and more knowledge about the whole experi-
ence of man. All men will be going around the world in due process
as everyday routine search and exploration, and the world experi-
encing patterning will be everywhereall students from every-
where all over the world. That is all part of the new pattern that
is rushing upon us. We will accelerate as rapidly into "yesterday"
through archaeology as we do into "tomorrow." Archaeology both
on land and under the seas will flourish equally with astronautics.30

Freed by programed materials from routine instruction, the
teacher will be able to present himself to his students as a
model, as an embodiment of ". . what the intellectual resources
of our culture can .:nean in the lives of adults in this society. "31

27 Fuller, Education Automation, op. cit., p. 46.
28 Alan Perlis, "The Computer in the University," in Computers and the

World of the Future, ed. Martin Greenberger (Cambridge: Massachusetts
Institute of Technology Press, 1962), p. 208.

29 EDUCOM, February, 1966, p. 3.
39 Fuller, Education. Automation, op. cit., p. 49.
31 James McClellan, "Automated Education," in Programs, Teachers,

and Machines, op. cit., p. 114.
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Whether we can create a global Utopia in which education
shall be work and the proper study of mankind, man, depends
on our ability to control atavistic fearsfear that unless we slay
the "enemy," he may eventually supplant us by proving him-
self more fit; fear that unless we grab first, we may be left
wanting. There is no question about our ability to annihilate
each other; Fuller informed conferees at Vision 65 that ". . .

for every human being on the face of the earth today, we have
now twenty-eight thousand pounds of explosives (T.N.T. equiv-
alent) that's fourteen tons per capita, which is to say that
for every pound of human flesh there are two hundred pounds
of self-annihilating explosives. ":;" There is question about our
ability to put away ancient prejudices and to channel the
electronic revolution for humane and humanistic ends. If we
can control our passions so as to control our machines, we
may yet learn to love ourselves and our neighbors as ourselves
in the world tribal village we are creating.

... Perhaps we've not lost our vision of Utopia. Perhaps it's chang-
ing. As man changes. Perhaps what we're all a party to is a struggle
between man and mankind: the point of evolutionary decision be-
tween Homo sapiens and (dare I coin the word) Homo cyber-
neticus.33

:t2 McClellan, op. cit., p. 114.
:13 Aubrey Singer, "Television," American Scholar, op. cit., p. 306.



V. Implications for the
Teaching of English

.. . We have actually entered a new era of evolutionary history, one
in which rapid change is a dominant consequence. It will do no
good to resent this, as many humanists do, or even to blindly fear
the future as some others may. Our only hope is to understand the
forces at work and to take advantage of the knowledge we find to
guide the evolutionary process. Scientists and engineers, just as
every other resident of this planet, are captives of the process that
has been generated by the scientific revolution.)

Probably a great many things are stirring; but it is certain that
many of them can be summed up by saying that we are leaving the
Gutenberg era behind us. As we move further into a technological
civilization, we meet with abundant signs that the relationship be-
tween the teacher and a large area of commtmication, which in-
cludes practically all of what we generally mean by "literature," are
no longer what they used to be. These relationships were set up in
the Renaissance when a typographical civilization appeared, climax-
ing the intense development of a manuscript culture which had
marked the preceding Middle Ages. The present swing is to oral
forms in communication, with radio, television (oral in its commit-
ments as compared to typography), public address and inter-corn
systems, or voice recording (to replace or supplement shorthand,
longhand, typing, or print). As a result of this swing, older relation-
ships are undergoing a profound, if not often perceptible, realign-
ment.2

I Jerome B. Wiesner, "Society as a Learning Machine," New York Times
(advertisement), April 24, 1966, Sec. 11, p. 15.

2 Walter J. Ong, "Wired for Sound: Teaching, Communications, and
Technological Culture," College English, XXI (February 1960), 246.
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'Fele vis ion

The day no longer exists when the teacher of English can
declare proudly at a. faculty soiree, "We don't have TV in our
home." Anyone who now ignores a medium found in over
fifty million households within the nation and regularly viewed
by over 90 percent of population can not be overly con-
cerned with the culture in which he lives or the people with
whom he must communicate. One could go so far as to say that
the elementary or secondary teacher who ignores television
abjures a professional if not ethical responsibility to help stu-
dents develop sound taste for all artistic media. Paul Witty's
studies reveal that for the past decade elementary school
students have viewed television on the' average of 20-21 hours
weekly, while high school students have spent an average of
12-14 hours before the TV screen. Those who refuse to help
students develop taste, dismissing television as ersatz enter-
tainmenti blind themselves to the medium's artistic potential.
Among television's notable accomplishments have been the
artful presentations of such programs as Macbeth, The Tempest,
Hamlet, Don Juan in Hell, The Iceman Cometh, A Doll's House,
Ethan Frome, Our Town, Death of a Salesman, The Moon and
Sixpense, Treasure Island, The Power and the Glory, and Ar-
rowsmith. And the majority of those mentioned were produced
by commercial, not educational, television.

Considerable evidence suggests that whe,n the society is
sufficiently alerted to the aesthetic values of a future produc-
tion, it can respond amazingly. Neil Postman reports in Tele-
vision and the Teaching of English that

. . . on March 11, 1956, NBC presented a three-hour broadcast of
Sir Laurence Olivier's film version of Richard III, which was seen
by one of the largest daytime audiences in television's history.
Trendex surveys indicated that at least twenty-five million people
saw the play. If these figures are to be trusted, they mean more
people saw Richard III on one single afternoon than the probable
combined total of audiences for stage productions of all Shake-
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speare's plays since he wrote them.3

If artistic programs do not always have audiences the size of

those won weekly by Bonanza, responsibility might lay largely
with teachers who seldom if ever announce the potential merits
of a forthcoming production, let alone spend time in class dis-
cussing the program after it has been presented.

To dismiss television's claim on the classroom because of
the number of shoddy programs run through its channels is
akin to dismissing all products of printing because of the
number of potboilers published. One is tempted to speculate
that if teachers of English spent as much time trying to improve
viewing habits as they do trying to improve reading habits,
results might be far more dramatic and, for some students,
educationally more profitable.

To argue on more pragmatic grounds, one could point out that
television is a commercial enterprise, just as is publishing. As
the median age of the citizenry drops with the increase of popu-
lation (approximately 50 percent of Americans are now under
age 25), taste will be increasingly dictatedby the young. Unless
that taste is developed through education, the teacher of
English who now not only reads but views selectivelybut
who never teaches his students criteri--. by which they might do
the samemay find fewer and fewer programs (and books) to
his liking. To damn Madison Avenue for its Philistinism in
promoting the second and third rate is to forget that the pro-
motion is endorsed by Philistines who watch the programs;
Madison Avenue alone should not be faulted. Further, to
ascribe to the publishing industry a commercial purity not
shared by the television industry is to reveal one's naivete
about how contemporary authors are managed by forces out-
side their control. As Erik Barnouw, professor of dramatic arts
at Columbia University, reminds us in an article in Saturday
Review,

3Nell Postman, in collaboration with the Committee on the Study of
Television of the National Council of Teachers of English, Television and
the Teaching of English (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc.,
1961), pp. 36-37.
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Our founding fathers tried to strengthen the individual by pro-
viding in the Constitution that only authors should be the bene-
ficiaries of copyright law, but the 1909 copyright law (with dubious
constitutionality) reversed this by changing the meaning of the
word "author." Ours is thus the age of the corporate author. Indi-
vidual author and artist are, in any case, separated .from their
audiences by an obstacle course of agents, editors, producers, finan-
ciers, distributors, jobbers, and retailers, all of whom are potential
barriers to communicationcensors with veto power.4

A teacher of English who accepts responsibility for helping
students develop taste- appropriate to the age in which they
will live should spend considerable time in the classroom dis-
cussing television programs. For the present, he may be able
only to preview future programs and encourage rather than
assign students to view them. Through weekly dittoed an-
nouncements of forthcoming programs, bulletin board displays,
and oral announcements, he can alert students to educationally
worthwhile programs. By structuring group and panel discus-
sions about programs watched during the week, he can help
students learn to evaluate judiciously their viewing experi-
ences.

Though the teacher cannot now be assured of the common-
ality of his students' TV habits, the time is rapidly approaching
when he will find video tapes as readily available for his classes
as phonograph records are today. Under the teacher's direction
students can then share outstanding programs with the same
critical attentiveness now accorded selections in their antholo-
gies.

This is not to argue that teachers of English should purge
their classrooms of books. Though electronic devices may even-
tually eliminate most books as physical objects, that day is
not yet with us. And, as John Tebbel, of New York University,
explains, information of the kind to be placed directly onto
microfilm or other storage mechanisms in a memory bank
differs from literature, the heart of most English programs:

v

4 Erik Barnouw, "McLuhanism Reconsidered," Saturday Review, July 23,
1966, p. 20.
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.. . all publishing is not information. ... A novel is not information,
nor is a collection of short stories or poems, nor for that matter is
a biography or a book of social commentary or history, in the sense
that the technologists think of information. ... The publisher of she
future will certainly be in the information business . . . and the
information, or at least a substantial part of it, may well be con-,
veyed to the consumer by means other than books. But there will
also be an audience for booksfor those books that are not "infor-
mation" and which a man wants to hold in his hand and read,
letting his brain form associations and ideas as he turns the pages.5

Walter Ong, S.J., of Saint Louis University, a Renaissance
scholar as well as one concerned with the effects upon the
teaching of English of our technological culture, believes that
printing, because of its great pedagogical value, will continue
in the classroom in some form or other.

.. . it is unlikely that printing (or its recent manifold variants such
as mimeographing or planographing) will ever be done away with
in teaching or elsewhere generally. It is incontestably convenient
to have the spoken word frozen in space, and frozen in exactly
the same space for everyone among one's auditors. The teacher is
not likely to forego the luxury of being able to say, "Everyone turn
to page 83, line 4 from the top, and look at the third word from
the left." This luxury is too hard-won. For such a directive was
entirely impossible before the invention of printing, when, if the
students had manuscript bo-Oks, every book would have every word
in a different place from every other book.°

Rather than arguing that books be replaced with electronic
media, this paper advocates that newer media be given a
legitimate share of classroom time, legitimate to be defined in
relationship to the course one is teaching and to the nature of
his students. In no class in English should television, for ex-
ample, be totally ignored, nor should it necessarily be given
status inferior to that of print. As a consequence of electronic
mediatelephone, tape recorder, motion picture, phonograph,
and televisionwe live in an oral-aural environment, one in
which most communication takes place via the human voice

John Tebbel, "Book-Publishers' Salvation?" Saturday Review, July
23, 1966, p. 33.

6 Ong, op. cit., p. 247.
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and one in which contemporary prose style increasingly reflects
the diction and syntax of spoken English. As Father Ong
observes,

Voice is coming into its own as never before. But the ways in
which it is doing so, and the elements in our culture which favor
voices as well as those which militate against it, are complex in the
extreme. We can arm ourselves and our students only by vigilant
awareness of what is going on about us. In particular, teachers
and students of language and literature must cultivate .sensitivity
to the more profound significance of the media of popular culture
which is not the same thing as either uncritical acceptance of popu-
lar culture or entrenched hostility to all its manifestations?

Beyond making more dominant an environment already
substantially oral-aural, television has affected our perceptions
and concerns in various ways. By juxtaposing advertising and
content, as do newspapers, radio, and magazines, and by em-
ploying such cinematic techniques as the double exposure,
television stories avoid the orderly linear sequence of begin-
ning-middle-end found in most prose fiction. A story begins,
is interrupted, resumes, is interrupted, etc. Although related
to historically established forms of the novel, such recent
bestsellers as Heller's Catch 22, Barth's The Floating.Opera,
and Bellow's Herzog may owe some of their popularity to their
structural affinity to the sputtering, digressive, unlinear TV
plot.

Besides interrupting the linear development of a story, tele-
vision in its news presentations inverts normal story order by
Presenting the climax first, a technique learned from the news-
paper and adopted also by radio news programs. Students who
find dull the Victorian novel live in an environment that seldom
presents to them details that move leisurely toward a climax.
Consequently, many students become easily bored with novel-
ists like Dickens or Austen and want to shift to an activity that
"turns them on," a metaphor appropriately electronic, though
perhaps inappropriately hedonistic.

Also having implications for the teaching of English is the

Ibid., p. 250.
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present homage being paid television as the most important
source of news. Elmo Roper's studies reveal that a higher
percentage of people receive their news from television than
from radio or newspapers, that television is considered the
most believable news source, and that television is a more
desired medium than radio, newspapers, or magazines. Teachers
of English have long recognized and often taught that news-
papers, through linguistic duplicity, can distort reality; perhaps
equal concern should now be given the semantic distortions of
televisionthe ways in which the camera can lie or the edited
film can distort a picture of reality.

Finally, by bringing home the concerns of our time, tele-
vision has produced a generation of "activists," sufficiently
discontent with aspects of our culture to be willing to march,
sit down, sit in, or fight to effect social change. One can debate
McLuhan's assertions that TV is a "cool" rather than "hot"
medium, tactile rather than visual, more able to involve the
individual totally than is a book. But one finds it difficult to
deny that reading about Vietnam daily and viewing battle
scenes nightly are not the same, that the latter experience has
greater immediacy and emotional shock than has the former.
Likewise, it is one thing to read about the plight of the Negro
in our culture and quite another to see that plight enacted over
and over again on a television screen in one's living room. In
fact, Erik Barnouw suggests that television might be credited
for giving impetus to the Negro revolt:

. . . Before television the radio industry was close to lily-white but
not, of .course, in visible terms. Its replacement by blatantly white
television coincided with.the gathering momentum of the Negro
revolt. Was there a connection? Did mid-century television, virtu-
ally denying the existence of the Negro, serve as goad?8

Just beginning to be understood are the services television
can perform in the pre- and inservice education of teachers.
Through use of video tape with instant playback, interns and
student teachers are able to analyze their performance before

8 Barnouw, op. cit., p. 20.
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a class and recommend changes in their own procedures or
mannerisms. With closed circuit television, novice and experi-
enced teachers are able both to watch master teachers conduct
a class and to participate in professional conferences geograph-
ically removed from the school site.

Though there has been considerable experimentation in the
uses of closed circuit television for classroom instruction, little
has been done yet with TV to extend vicariously the experience
of youngsters in inner-city schools or to supplement the skills
of the regular teacher: occasionally a person having a particu-
lar expertise the regular teacher lacks could appear on closed
circuit as the "guest" instructor for the day. Nor has closed cir-
cuit television been used as extensively as it might be for intra-
or interscholastic academic competition among students.

Highly problematic is Fuller's prediction that the ;ime is
coming when students will receive almost all their elementary
and secondary education at home. What seems certain is that
television in the next few decades will become more important
and perhaps academically more prestigious than it is today.
As satellite networks develop, which unquestionably they shall
despite the prodigious political and economic problems that
must be overcome, man will no longer need to travel physically
to change his environment; his stimuli will change by the
world's coming to him. Or, if he prefers, by the world's travel-
ing with him, as mobile as a paperback in the pocket of his
coat. What implications for the teaching of English this shall
have no one can augur:

Motorola, Inc., has developed a tiny television set which operates
on penlight batteries, produces a fine, clear picture about the size
of a 50-cent piece and fits into a man's shirt-pocket.

The set works efficiently inside or outside of buildings, picking
up its signal on antennae built into earphones which carry its
sound.

Its picture is detailed, accurate, and easy to watch once a viewer
adjusts his eye to the miniature size.

Motorola officials said one of their engineers, De Loss Tanner,
developed C. e little receiver two years ago . . .

Tanner said the company has no plans to market his tiny receiver,
which is considered strictly experimental.
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Some industry officials said that, on the analogy of the transistor
radio and its booming sales, any company which put out vest-pocket
television receivers might expect to sell millions, if the price were
low enough.°

The Motion Picture

There are many reasons why we have considered the role of the
moving picture in the teaching of English. First, the film has an
unparalleled power to transmit information and inferences. Second,
it may illuminate and augment the study of literature. Third, it
has form, structure, theme, irony, metaphor, and symbolaspects
of any work of art, and hence subject to examination and isolation.
And finally, it is concerned with ethics, values, and truthwhich
may be embodied or distorted in films as in any other medium.1°

The publication of Edward Steichen's carefully selected and
organized collection of photographs showing people around the
world living out the cycle of their daysworking, playing,
loving, worryingneeded no captions er footnotes. The Family
of Man demonstrated once again photography's power to com-
municate globally.

Earlier in this paper, Stan Van Der Beek was qiioted as hav-
ing asserted that motion pictures are the unique art form of
the twentieth century and that motion pictures ("emotion
pictures") will become a nonverbal international picture lan-
guage through which we can talk to each other. Though the
sound motion picture is not yet a nonverbal international lan-
guage, its verbal content is clearly transcended by its pictorial
communication. Within the past decade millions in this country
have viewed and understood with a minimum of translated
dialogue films from diverse national origins, countries in
which the majority of these same viewers could not have lin-
guistically communicated. Some that have been favorably re-

0 "TV Set That Fits in Your Pocket," San Francisco Chronicle, May 31,
1966, p. 47.

10 Marion Sheridan, et a/., The Motion Picture and the Teaching of
English (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1965), p. viii.
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ceived are Wild Strawberries (Sweden) , Ballad of a Soldier
(Russia), The Apu Trilogy (India), Woman in the Dunes (Ja-
pr.n), The Shop on Main Street (Czechoslovakia), La Dolce
Vita (Italy) , Jules and Jim (France) . The reader can easily
think of others.

Though the authors of The Motion Picture and the Teaching
of English correctly maintain that the motion pictr..e, as a
visual art form in its own right, can not he expected to repli-
cate the art of written literature, one should not overlook its
power to supplement literature, or at times supplant it for
those unwilling or unable to read the literary selection upon
which a film is based. One could compose a sizeable list of
films which draw upon works taught in the schools. .Among
modern plays made into memorable motion pictures have been
The Diary of Anne Frank, The Miracle Worker, Pygmalion,
The Crucible, Abe Lincoln in Illinois, and The Glass Menagerie.
Films based upon novels frequently taught include The Red
Badge of Courage, To Kill a Mockingbird, David Copperfield,
The Good Earth, The Grapes of Wrath, Lord of the Flies, The
Bridge of San Luis Rey, Great Expectations, and The Ox-Bow
Incident. The film library of Shakespearean drama is consider-
able: Julius Caesar? Macbeth, Romeo and Juliet, Hamlet, A
Midsummer Night's Dream, Othello, Henry V, Taming of the
Shrew, and Richard III.

Because of its visual and auditory clues, the ,film has a
unique ability to communicate to students with varying intel-
lectual capacities, an ability that teachers of English have not
always capitalized upon. Films such as Julius Caesar or Great
Expectations, for example, can be viewed and discussed in
almost any sophomore class, though not all sophomores are
capable of reading either the play or the novel. Further, the
film can serve as a substitute artistic experience in classes in
which students do not have access to the literature. A school
not possessing copies of Romeo and Juliet for students may
nevertheless sponsor student attendance at the film. Finally,
the film can be a fillip for reading the literary selection, a use
ignored by teachers who see the motion picture only as frosting
to follow, provided there is time, the already-devoured cake.

6
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Children's librarians can attest to the run on The Wizard of Oz
following Judy Garland's annual TV exposure to the masses
and to the demand for Mary Poppins following the production
starring Julie Andrews. According to the authors of The Motion
Picture and the Teaching of Er,glish, Jerry Wald reported
that the cinematic production of Lost Horizon spurred the sale
of 1,400,000 copies of the novel.1'

Though motion pictures have considerable educational prom-
ise, one should not hastily condemn teachers who have not
frequently used them in the classroom; for audiovisual equip-
ment in many schools is antiquated and the coordination of
facilities, poor. Most experienced teachers of English can re-
count at least one story about a day on which a projector broke
down, a film split during showing, or, worse yet, a motion pic-
ture scheduled a year ahead of its classroom use either did not
appear or else appeared at an inopportune time, only to be
whisked away before it could be effectively used. Moreover,
until recently a full-length film could seldom be viewed in one
classroom period, its aesthetic integrity truncated by the fifty-
minute hour.

Hopefully, such problems as these will be mitigated if not
eliminated in the future. Newer equipment, it chiding self-
threading projectors, is becoming available and less expensive.
Innovative curricular patterns such as flexible scheduling and
team teaching are making possible at a single sitting the view-
ing of a full-length motion picture. Finally, access to excellent
fi.ins is being made easier by the decentraliiation of national
distribution agencies and audioirisual centers in large school
districts.

Among visionaries in the electronic industry, there appears
little dispute regarding the continued importance of motion
pictures, David Sarnoff even predicting that tomorrow's
homes will have libraries of great films, comparable to today's
collection of recordings. In fact, Sarnoff foresees " 'a true com-
munications revolution' with the telephone, record and tape
player, radio, TV, and film projector merged into one unit that

11 Sheridan, op. cit., p. 49.
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will also publish magazines and newspapers in your home."12
Until that day arrives, and perhaps even more importantly
thereafter, the teacher of English will have an obligation to
use and to teach the motion picture in a multiplicity of ways
in his classroom.

Radio

Radio still attracts children, despite the stronger appeal of TV.
In 1965, the pupils in grade 2 stated that they spent about four
hours each week listening to radio while in grade 5, as in grade 6,
the weekly average was about eight hours. The weekly averages
for grades 2-6 was 7 hours. Programs featuring music were given
first place; baseball was second for the boys, news for the girls.
In the high school survey, students said that they spent about 12-14
hours each week listening to the radio.13

A familiar figure in society is the person who physically at-
tends one event while psychically attending another. He can
be found at- football games listening to baseball games, and at
concerts listening to news. And, eyes aglow, he can be found
wandering down school hallways, his transistorized ear tuned
and attunedto rock and roll, his mind transported to a beyond
in which books don't exist and teachers don't dwell.

If the student's world is one in which the latest recording of
the Beatles or the Rolling Stones seems of greater import than
the latest novel by Cheever or Updike, a world of the hard sell,
in which every record to which he listens is punctuated with
two or three blatant appeals to his pocketbook, then perhaps
the teacher of English ought to move the transistor radio out
of the hallway and into the classroom, at least temporarily.

More than one ad man has proclaimed that advertising is the
poetry of the age, a statement bearing a bitter truth. From
poetry, advertising has borrowed the affective uses of language,

12 Aline Mosby, "TV of the FutureIt'll Be Something to See," San
Francisco Chronicle-Examiner, June 19, 1966, Sec. 11, p. 5.

13 Paul Witty, "Studies of the Mass Media, 1949-1965," reprinted from
Science Education, March 1966.
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the emotional rather than the cognitive appeal, connotation in
preference to denotation. If students are not to remain at the
mercy of the unscrupulous word, spoken as well as written,
then teachers of English must help them develop the critical
powers which will prevent their being constantly deceived by
modern medicine men. By teaching students how to listen
critically to the appeals of advertising, the teacher can simul-
taneously help them discriminate between the poet's desire to
share experience and the advertiser's more pragmatic aim, to
peddle others' wares. Too, rock and roll lyrics might be exam-
ined and evaluatively compared to the lyrics of folk and liter-
ary ballads. Teachers have devised less promising introductions
to poetry.

Lest radio be unfairly relegated to being the medium of the
raucous blare, one should remember that since the advent of
FM, there has been available to the selective listener an in-
creasing number of stations featuring programs of artistic
excellence and contemporary value, programs of classical
music, of traditional and modern drama, of poetry, and of
current issues probed in depth. If teachers of English haye
slighted television, they appear to have disdained radio, an
egregious fault in that an AM/FM radio is inexpensive and
mobile, a piece of equipment which can contribute substantially
toward ameliorating the academic tone of the classroom and
elevating students' tastes. If for some reason the teacher chooses
not to play a radio in his classroom, he might at the very least,
as was recommended for television, alert students to forthcom-
ing programs of literary or other educational value, programs
to which they might listen outside school hours. To do less is
to fail to help students fulfill the cultural promise of their times.

Recordings and Tapes

Of all electronic media easily available to the classroom,
teachers of English have consistently made most use of the
record player and the tape recorder, though most use and best
use are not synonymous,
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As is true of their attitude toward the motion picture,
teachers of English still too often regard tapes and recordings
as media peripheral or ancillary to print, something to follow
the reading of the literary selection provided there is time.
That for some classes recordings or tapes might be substituted
for written materials appears unthinkable; yet research re-
veals that for many students auditory comprehension is higher
than visual comprehension, principally because oral reading
provides that which can only be inferred from printpitch,
stress, pause, or, if one prefers, the suprasegmental phonemes.
Too, it seems most strange that some teachers would rather
have students struggle constantly to read literary pap than have
them listen frequently to that which has substantive literary
value.

For many students, the matter is not an eitheror. Because
their parents never read aloud to them, they cannot hear the
melodies of prose as they read or write. Linguists carefully
distinguish the differences between the spoken language and
the written language, the latter having a more ordered and
predictable syntax, a more formal diction, a greater number of
stylistic conventions. Since the written language is deprived,
as speech is not, of sound, gesticulation, and immediacy of
audience, the youngster who has not heard prose read aloud
over a considerable time is linguistically handicapped. For this
reason, many teachers working with the culturally disadvan-
taged in secondary schools are employing the equivalent of
the listening posts found in elementary classrooms. For in-
stance, after school a teacher may read an anthologized story
into a tape recorder to which are-attached eight sets of ear-
phones. The next day selected students listen to the story as
they follow along in their textbooks, during which time the
teacher is freed to work with other individuals or groups.

Another use for the tape recorder is that of helping students
improve their usage and diction, a use for the culturally disad-
vantaged that goes well beyond recording an occasional speech
they might deliver. Dual-tract tapes, similar to those used in
the Army language schools, are employed. The upper track of
the tape presents the language patterns the students are to
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emulate on the lower track. San-su C. Lin points out that some
students will need concerted training to hear the sound system
of Standard English.

. . . if the grammatical concepts of noun plural and verb tense do
not exist in a student's dialect, it is not likely that he is aware of
the sound segments that signify these concepts. According to our
experience, a student simply did not see the s and ed endings
printed in black and white when he was asked to read aloud a
paragraph in the textbook, and, after several months of practice
with the tape recorder, we often found him conscientiously repeat-
ing "Johnny begin to read" when the model voice clearly said
"Johnny begins to read." To plead with him to listen carefully was
useless. . . . Probably the entire cultural background of these stu-
dents was not conducive to good listening. A student, therefore,
must be trained intensely to hear the significant sound segments
in a word, particularly those representing important grammatical
concepts in Standard- English, so that these concepts might pene-
trate his consciousness and, in turn, sharpen his perception.14

The rich store of available recordings and tapes (see, for
example, An Annotated List of Recordings in the Language
Arts, compiled and edited by Morris Schreiber, NCTE, 1964)
offers able students opportunities not only to listen to profes-
sional readers and authors reading the same works but to
compare professional interpretations of classics such as Hamlet
or The Rime of the Ancient Mariner. With both public and
school librarians adding regularly to their stock of recorded
literature and with the increasing use of listening carrels in
libraries, one is assured that emphasis upon the literary uses
of the spoken word will continue to flourish.

One further use for the tape recorder that has ethical as well
as pedagogical implications is that of a teacher's taping a
classroom hour in order to analyze and improve upon his
skill as a discussion leader. Because the technique borders
upon invasion of pupils' privacy, it probably should never be
used without students' knowledge and permission.

The classroom library is as important to the teacher of

14San-su C. Lin, "Pattern Practice in a Freshman English Program,"
in Social Dialects and Language Learning, ed. Roger Shuy (Champaign,
Ill.: National Council of Teachers of English, 1965), p. 58.
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English as it always was. But, alone, it will no longer serve;
even a modestly equipped classroom should now contain a
television set, an AM/FM radio, at least one tape recorder, a
record player, and blackout curtainsthese in addition, of
course, to the equipment housed in the departmental office:
the ditto and xerox machines, the film, overhead, and opaque
projectors. Without instructional electronic media close at
hand, the teacher of English presents himself to students as a
figure outside the midtwentieth century and outside the sig-
nificant intellectual and emotional orbits of their lives.

The Computer

Will there be a tendency in the future to create an environment
where we treat each other as machines; i.e., where there is no
opportunity to "change the system's mind"? How can we create a
society where we treat our citizens as people and not as machines?
How can we create a society where each individual has the oppor-
tunity to explore and unfold his own special potentialsto realize
what he is?

These questions lead to further questionsto questions about who
we are and what it means to be a person. And this brings us to the
problem of values. What kind of life do we want? What kind would
we valueought to have? How can we create a society that fosters
those actions and goals that we value? How define and explicate
values? How measure and compare and rate values? How select
among competing values? How can we estimate the impact of com-
puters on our values? 15

The contribution of the computer to scholarship in English
is already considerable and will continue to grow. The com-
puter has prepared concordances and bibliographies, ruled on
the authenticity of authorship of disputed passages and works,
housed literary and linguistic documents too unwieldy to be
stored in other ways.

ERICEducational Research Information Center, a unit in
the Division of Research Training and Dissemination, Bureau

15 John Lear, "Whither Personal Privacy?" Saturday Review, July 23,
1966, p. 41.
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of Research, U.S. Office of Educationis cosponsoring among
its other educational clearinghouses two computers to store
materials pertinent to pedagogy and scholarship in English,
one to be located at Champaign 'under the auspices of NCTE,
the other to be in New York under the aegis of MLA. Docu-
ments considered nationally significant (approximately 2,000
of every 5,000 examined) will be summarized in 250 words and
stored in the Office of Education. The summaries will be widely
disseminated, and interested educators will be able within a
week to obtain at nominal cost the full document, either on
microfilm or hardcopy, through the ERIC Document Repro-
duction Service. More esoteric documents in English scholar-
ship or pedagogy will be distributed directly from the centers
at New York and Champaign.

Once fully developed, the nationwide network of information
clearinghouses or research documentation centers that ERIC
represents can have tremendous impact on scholarship and
teaching in English: results of research can be extensively and
quickly known and will be sped where and when needed.

Rather fully explored earlier in this paper is the potential
use of the computer to catalogue and store materials within a
single library and to coordinate nationally and even interna-
tionally facilities among libraries. Through the work of agencies
like EDUCOM, the resources of the Harvard Library may
eventually be at the disposal not only of a junior college student
in Phoenix, Arizona, but of a high school student in Anchorage,
Alaska. Implications for scholarship and teaching in English
are profound: no longer will the researcher have to spend his
sabbatical trekking from library to library in search of other-
wise unobtainable documents; no longer will elementary and
secondary schools have fewer literary materials available than
can now be found at many corner drug stores.

To date, the computer has been employed in a number of
ways that affect the classroom teaching of English. Besides
being able to read a composition, it can give a spelling lesson
or provide instruction in beginning reading. It may soon
be able to give systematic instruction in grammar, teach stu-
dents rhetorical strategies for composing, inductively present
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distinguishing characteristics of a given literary form.
Though the computer can speak to students (there is even

a digital analogue computer complex that speaks without a
prerecorded voice) , it is doubtful that it can ever completely
replace a teacher in the classroom. Psychologists continue to
reassure us that there is a human need for human beings. Also,
as James Ridgeway reveals in an article in The New Republic,
the cost of computerized instruction is at present exorbitantly
high to develop and use:

. . . widespread use of computers as teachers is a long way off. The
machines still are clumsy and very expensive. IBM's 1500 series
costs from $6,000 to $12,000 a month to rent for a computer that can
handle 32 children. There are few inspired programs that are
published in books, let alone interesting ones for computers. It can
cost as much as $10,000 per hour of instruction to write, test and
revise a good program, and it may well take three or four years to
do the job properly.

Big companies which are diversified enough to stay in the race
15 or 20 years are the ones most likely to succeed in education. . . .

Thus, the outlook for making a fast buck is not good. In their eager-
ness to stake out a claim in the education market, businessmen have
invested close to half a billion dollars within the past year or so.
Yet they are shooting at a market at best worth $1.5 billion a year
including textbooks. . . .16

Ridgeway goes on to say that the education industry will
expand or contract depending on the amounts of money the
government puts into the market. Because government en-
couraged a greater commitment by business to education,
government support will continue, Ridgeway believes. In any
case, large scale use of the computer in the classroom still seems
years away.

As the computer becomes increasingly influential in almost
every dimension of our livesour health, wealth, education,
and mobility, among themserious dangers exist that we will
become more dehumanized, particularly since the accelerating
rate of our population expansion corresponds to the ever more

16 James Ridgeway, "Computer-Tutor," The New Republic, June 4,
1966, p. 21,

a
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widespread use of the computer. The possibility of a mass man,
insensitive to human tradition, human feeling, and human val-
ues, conniving, manipulative, and manipulated, haunts us.

But it need not become reality. The computer could free man
to be creative, could place the locus of value on his individual
experience and worth, could enrich rather than make sterile
his days.

Consider what might be possible in education.
Freed by the computer from dull drill, the teacher of English

could spend more time in tutorials and small group discussions,
engaging students in a dialogue about human experiences and
values as they are transmitted through literature. With the
help of the computer, the college preparatory student, who now

can find no room in his program for electives, could master
skills more quickly and be freed to take drama, art, chorus,
music appreciationthe humanistic subjects he is presently
deprived of. By programing each secondary student, the
computer could end our current "ability" grouping in English,
so psychologically devastating to many youngsters, replacing it
with an elective system of first, second, and third choices. The
teacher would then find before him students who had chosen,
not been legislated into, his course, a semester course in per-
haps Shakespearean tragedy, or contemporary prose fiction, or

modern poetry.
But the electronic revolution must have the guidance of

humanists if it is to be that which it can be, the instrumentality
for releasing the creative potential of each individual, rather
than an ingenious means of further degrading human life. The
revolution will continue; what direction it takes depends in
good part upon the wisdom and participation brought to it by
those of us who profess to teach English because we care about
man.

. . . A genuine purpose may be served by turning loose the wonders
of the creative imagination on the kinds of problems being put to
electronic tubes and transistors. The company of poets may enable
the men who tend the machines to see a larger panorama of possi-
bilities than technology alone may inspire. . . . The poetand
we use the term to include all those who have respect for and speak
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to the human spiritcan help to supply the subconscious with
material to enhance its sensitivity, thus safeguarding it. The poet,
too, can help to keep man from making himself over in tLe image
of his electronic marvels. For the danger is not so much that man
may be controlled by the computer as that he may imitate it.

The poet reminds men of their uniqueness. It is not necessary
to possess the ultimate definition of this uniqueness. Even to specu-
late on it is a gain.17

17 Norman Cousins, "The Computer and the Poet," Saturday Review,
July 23, 1966, p. 42.
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